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Introduction 

We began chis book beca use we wanced ro undersrand the evolution of political 
regimes in Latín America since 1900 and che reasons for the paneros of those 
política! regirnes. What explains why demacra~ ha ve endured or broken 
~n? WhJit explams why dictarorships ha ve survived or fallen? What explains 
waves of regime change? Even though the lirerarure had many rich case srudies, 
ir was nor entirely clear how ro cumula te knowledge from these exisring srudies. 
Nobody had prev10usly undertaken a projecr ro explam the emergence, survival, 
and fall of democracies and dicrarorships for the region as a whole over an 
extended period of rime. 

These empirical issues raised theoretícal quesrions. Whar rheones or theoretícal 
approaches gave us the most leverage in underscanding the emergence, survival, 
and fall of democracíeS and dicratorships in Latín America? From the outset, we 
were skeptical r6at sorne prominenr exisring theories would give us much leverage 
for explaining these issues for Larin America. Modernizatíon theory, which posits 
that more econornically developed counrries are more likely ro be democratic, did 
n0r5eern promising as a way of understanding the vicissirudes of dernocracies and 
clictarorships in LatiD America. A decade ago, we published an arricle thatshowed 
a weak and nonlinear relanonship berween the level of developmenc and dernoc
racy in Laon Arnenca (Mamwaring and Pérez-Liñán 2.003 ). Our work added ro 
earlier evtdence rhat moderruzatíon theory dtd nor go far toward explaining 
poliocal regunes m Latín America (Landman 1999; O'Donnell 19- 3). 

As we worked on sorne relaced arricles that paved the way ro this book, class 
theories of democraozaoon enjoyed renewed visibiliry with the publicarion of the 
works by Acemoglu and Robmson (:z.oo6) and Boi..x (lOOJ). These works see 
democratizátion as a srruggle berween the poor, who always favor democracy 
when ir is a viable ouccome, and the rich, who prefer dicrarorship when stable 
dictatorShi¡)ls feasible. For Latín America (and beyond), these theories are prob
lematic. ln manv casC$Jbe poor and che working class strongly supported lefrist 
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and popul.sr aurhoritanans even when liberal democracy was an alterna ti ve out
come (R. Collter 1999; Germani 1974; Levirsky and Mamwanng 2oo6; Lipset 
19 59: 87-r 26). In orher cases, elite acrors helped spearhead aansitions ro democ
racy (Cardoso 1986; L. Payne 1994). Moreover, contra rhe assumption of rhe 
class-based rheories, for Larin America from the 198os until 2003, many democ
racies disuibured income from rhe poor ro rhe wealthy, and none did rhe opposire. 

Nor did Ingleharr's rheories of democracy based on mass political culture 
(lnglehart 1990, 1997; Ingleharr and Welzel 2005) hold much pro mise as a way 
of understanding the rise and fall of democracies and dictatorships in Larin 
America. Inglehart's rheories have modernization underpinnings, and modern
ization theory, as already noted, does not explain regime survival and fall in 
Latin Am~rica. Moreover, in many Latin American democracies, large numbers 
of cinz~ns express ind1fference about democracy in public opinion surveys. If 
large numbers of cirizens are not commirred ro democracy, how can a demo
crauc public opinion explam the durabiliry of democracy? 

Finaily, all of the established major theoretical paradigrns in compararive 
politics focused on wirhin-cquntry variables. Such a focus carmor easily eJCEla:!fl 
waves of regime ch:1nge, in whtch internacional in.fluences and actors hold S\~. 

We fot..nd theoretical inspiration in the seminal works by Linz ( 1978b) on 
democratic breakdowns and by O'Donnell and Schmirrer (1986) on transitions 
ro democracy, as w~ll as m many case srudies abour polirical regimes. We build 
on mese works, bur they did not arrempt to develop a rheory in rhe strict sense 
(O'Donnell and Schmirrer 1986: 3). Linz and O'DonneU and Schmitter focused 
on quite proxunate questions of regime change and survival and on regirne 
coalitions, without specifying why different actors join the pro- or anti
democracy coalirions. Ultimarely, our dissatisfaction with exisring theories of 
regimes and regime change and our desire ro provide greater rheoretical inre
gration than Linz (1978b) and O'Donnell and Schrnirrer (1986) led us ro ser 
forth a new rheory of regimes in chis book. 

W.! bave rwo primary ambitions. First, we bope ro contribure to broader 
theoretical and compararive debates abour the survival or faU of authoritarian 
and competitive (democr;r¡cand semi-democratic) regimes. Second, we aspire ro 
explain regime change and survival' of dictarorsh.tps and competiove regimes in 
Latin Ameitca from 1 94 5 ro 20 I o, \Vlth sorne glances back a t rhe ..!9oo-44 penod. 

Because of the inadequacy of eXlSting tbeories and the advantages tha[';¡ 
rheory ofíers, we concluded that tt would useful ro elaborare an alrernanve 
rheory based on more realistic microfoundarions about what motivares pohtical 
acrors. Our theory lookS at sysrerns of acrors, posirs assumpttons about rheir 
preferences and about why regimes IaU or survlve, and deduceshypotheses from 
theseassu..npaons. In a theory, tt is not onJy the Individual hypotheses thac can 

' Throughout che book, we use the terms uregtme survtval," "rcgtme conrmutty," "rcgtme durabil
iry." and • regtme srabtltry" imerchangeably. As used here, a srable regtme 1S stmply one rhat 
su m ves e\en if tr faces orher form> of upheaval. 
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advance social sctence; ir is also the overarching ser of integra red and interrelated 
propositions (Achen and Snidal r989). Our rheory, which we sketch m chis 
chapter and presenr more fully in Chapter 2, integrares the srudy of transioons 
ro compeoove regimes and of breakdowns of comperitive regimes, and by tmpli
cation, the srudy of the durabiliry of dictarorships and of comperiove regimes. 

A BREAK WITH THE PAST 

Figure r. I illustrares rhe fundamental transformation of regimes in Latín 
Amenca, showing_fh.!_Jnnual pe[cenrage of democracies in che ~g!~~ 
1900 and :z.o1o. The first panel depicrs che percenrage of countnes counred as 
democracies (as opposed to dictatorships} in the dichoromous classificarion 
developed by Adam Przeworskt and bis collaborators (Przeworski et al. 2ooo; 
Cheibub and Gandht 2004 ). The second panel reflecrs the percentage of coun
tnes with scores greater than 5 in the Poliry scale (Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore 

1 1 1. Democratic and Semi-Democratic Reg1mes 1.1.2. Democratlc Regimes 
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FIGURE 1 .I Percentage of Democrattc Regunes in Lann America, I90o-2oto 
Key: ACLP: Classtficarion developed by Alvarez, Cheibub, Gandlu, Ltmongt, and 
Przeworskt. 
Pohry: Counmes wl(h scores grearer rhan 5 m rhe PolJ(y rv sea le. 
MPB: Mainwanng, Brmks, and Pérez-Liñán rrichoromous classificatton. 
Sources: Aurhors' elaboranon based on Cheibub and Ghandt (2004), Przeworslo er al. 
(2000), Poltry fV 2012 (hrrp://www.sysremicpeace.orglpoliry/poltry.¡.hrm), and Table r. r. 
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1990; Jaggers and Gurr 1995; Polity IV Project 2012).l. \X7e also present the 
classification of poli rica! regimes developed for this project, introduced la ter. 

Figure r. r suggests rhat rhe Przeworski et al. measure is more lenient than a 
classification based on a score of grearer than 5 on rhe Polity IV sea! e. Yet all 
three rneasures confi.rm the occurrence of an unprecedented wave of change 
between 1978 and 1995. They depict a similar trend for the last part of the 
rvventieth cenrury, suggesting reliabiliry in the overall picture. 3 Democracy 
expanded somewhat in the late 19 sos, and then hit a nadir in 1976-77, followed 
by an unprecedented surge during the 198os. 

Until the wave of democrarization rhar began in 1978, aurhoritarian regimes 
were pervasive in most of the region. rvlany democracies were short-lived, and 
severa! counrries had had no experience whatsoever of competirive political 
regimes. The siruation changed profoundly between 1978 and 1995. A region 
that had previously always been predominantly authoritarian wirnessed the 
virtual demise of openly aurhorirarian regimes. rvloreover, since 1978, compet
itive regimes ha ve been far more durable than ever befare. Compared to what 
occurred in earlier waves of democratization in Latin America, this wave has 
!asted much longer and has been broader in seo pe. This transformation is one of 
the mosr profound changes in rhe hisrory of Latin American politics. 

The increase in the number of democracies and semi-democracies in larin 
America between r 97 8 and 199 5 \Vas dramatic. At the beginning of this period, 
Latín America had only three democracies, and the other seventeen counrries 
had openly authoritarian regimes. By 1990, the only openly aurhoritarian 
governments were those of Cuba and Haiti. By 199 ;, Cuba was the sol e holdout 
(although Haiti eroded back into authoritarian rule betv.reen 1999 and 2006). 
The shifr away from authorirarianism was dramatic in speed and breadth. The 
trend is even more striking if we consider the rotal proportion of Latín 
Americans living under comperirive regimes. In 1900, only 5 percent of the 
regional population enjoyed democratic or semi-democratic politics. In 19 ;o, 
ir was ;8 percenr. The percentage plummered to I2 percent of the regional 
population by 1977, but ir had reached 98 percent by 2006. 

Figure I. r al so displa ys rhe evolution of poli rica! regimes according to our 
own dassification. \'Ve classify regimes in Latín America using a simple trichot
omous scale developed with Daniel Brinks {Mainwaring et al. 2001, 2007): 
democratic, semi-democraric, and aurhoritarian. \X' e lump rogerher the dema
cra tic and semi-democraric regimes inro a broader caregory of "competitive 

The Polity scale ranges berween -ro 1:auchoritarian:' and :e ':democratid. Th~ threshoid of 5 15 

corwennonally employed to distinguish full derr.ocracies Íror.t other rypes of regioes. 
The Poliry se ore ·:the only available for rhe 1900-45 penad beside our own classlfication) does not 
considtr rhe extension oí voting rights, so it overesnmates b·e]s of democLJ.C)" m the eJ.rly 

twenrieth ccntury. These four me1sures oi democracy are strongl}· corre!.lted. The series foc the 
propor:ion of der:-wcrac:ies and semi-der:10cracie; according ro rhe .\lainwanng et al. three-poinr 
~Cl~.: co:-:ebres at .98 \\ith the Przeworski serie'>, J.t ·93 wi:h the Poliry· mdex, dnd J.t .9~ wirh 
r~eedon: House scores. 
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Introduction 

regimes" displayed in panel r.I.I. W'e explain our coding of polirical regimes in 
Chapter 3· 

THE ARGUMENT IN BRIEF (' , _':..., 

1) Political actors should be at the center of theories of regime survival and 
change. Political_ac_tgr~) not_structures or cultures, determine outcomes, even 
rhough sriucñi~~s and cultures affect the formarion and preferences of actors. 
We view presidents and organizations such as parties, unions, business associ- f / 
ations, rhe milirary, and organized movements as the most important acrors . ..:_ 

. These organizarions and presidems control polirical resources and therefore 
exercise influencein rhe competition for power. 

W' e loca te o~Tili~~;d:>etv.r~e.Q_g.!'_l.l_S:~~r-ªlpr IQ_ng~te_r_m cult_l!J<!J_ª"pr_roaches, on 
the o;Iehañd,-and agency and contingent action approaches, on the other. In 
many-theoret1CaJ PeispeCtlVes, purposeful action ls rhe final step in a long causal 
chain that is largely determined by deep structural (e.g., Boix 2003; Skocpol 
1979) or cultural (Foucault 1972; Inglehart and \V'elze\2oo;) forces that tran
scend individual acrors. In rhese structural and cultural accounts, actors' deci
sions are largely determirled bf 1~1acro forces. On_the ot~~-r hand, we emphasize 

¡- the" -constriining and --~t_r~_~!!}-~i_ng ___ of _pow~~fu(-¿rganiÚttiOTis- ·more- than 
approacp:es ü1at focus onif!_dividual_leaders' Q~ci_s_ipn making-. · 

- ;:)We emphasize the role of political factors that help political regimes survive 
or lead them to fail. By "poh~ica!J~ctors'~-~~~e ~efer specifically ro the impact of 
actors' normarive preferences abour democracy and dictatorship,· i:heir moder
ation or radicalization in policy preferences, ~nd international polirical influen
ces exercised through externa! acror.s. We counterpose an emphasis on these 
political facrors ro analyses that argue that the survival or displacemenr of 
regimes depends largely on structural facrors such as the leve! of developmenr, 
the class structure, or income inequalities, or on mass política! culture. 

These política! factors ha ve primacy in derermining \vhether regimes fail or 
remain stable. The empírica! evidence for latín America in _rhe tv.rentieth century 
supporrs a primarYfOCUS oil'PoJi~iC~II:icto~s suCh- as- rhe level of radicalization, 
aáors' normative commitment ro democracy, and a favorable inrernarionil 
política! environment. With -~ normarive democratic commitment on the parr 

1 " ofPOWeff~l political players and; fa-~·orable imernarional environmenr, dernoc
racy can sufvi-ve irí the face of daunríng cha!lenges: poverty, significant ethnic 
dtiavages, deep social inequalities, high inflarían, and low-gfO-Wth (linz I988: 
Ri:ffiffier 1996). Indeed, democratic and semi-democratic regimes ha ve survived 
in post-1977 Latin America in the face of al! these unfavorable conditions. This 
capacity of democracy to survive despite seemingly highly adverse condirio~~ 
f1ies in the" "faCe--cif many rheoretical expectarions befare the larest wave of 
democracy began. 

Other anaiysts ha\·e also focused on política! facrors in understanding regime 
survival and bll. \'('e add ro and modify most predous \vork by presenring thesc 
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ideas in an integrared framework and by testíng the theory and specific hypoth
eses m new ways. 

2a} Actors' norma ti ve attitudes about democracy and dictatorship are impor
tan! influences in regime survival or fall. If rhe most powerful actors ha ve a 
normative preference for democracy- if they believe thar democracy is intrinsi
cally the best política! regime even if ir does not satisfy rheir orher policy 
preferences - democracy is more likely to survive. 

Our focus on the impact of actors' normative actitudes on regime outcomes 
b@~s on literatures in polirical science and sociology that ha ve emphasized the 
importance of acrors' bel~efs in understanding political outcomes. Actors' beliefs 
intluence what they view as desirable and how they pursue their interests 
(Berman 1998; Blyth 2002; Finnemore 1998; Goldstein 1993; Hall 1989; 
Sikkink 1991, 1993). If powerful actors view liberal democracy asan inefficient, 
corruption-plagued_ ~Q~ta_cl~ ~~:;~pid efoñoffilc growth, as the Argeqtine-ffiili
tary and blg _l:n.lSi~~~s did ¡; the 196os, when a competitive regime in a poor or 
medium inca me country falters in economic performance, ir is vulnerable tQ _ 
breakdOw-n. If pmverfulleftist actors believe that liberal democracy is a facade 
for bourgeois domination, as most of rhe h-1arxist tradition did, they are likely to 
mobilize for workers' gains even if this mobilization endangers the regime. 
Conversely, if actors inrrinsically value democracy as a "universal value" 
(Coutinho 1980), they accept policy sacrifices to preserve democracy, and rhey 
are more likely to view democracy as an intertemporal bargain (Przeworski 
1991, 2oo6;1 in which rhey can compensare for today's sacrifices by gaining 
tomorrow. WTe conrribute to the literature on the political impact of acrors' 
belj~fs or prefere~_by testing this '!.-~g~m~ip new wavs. 

_____¡-- 2b) Actors' policy radicalisn_I hinders the probability that a competirive 
polirical regimiWill-SUt=ViVC.-PO-li~Y-moderatlO_ll facilirar~~-rQ~~!!i.VlVal-oTcorn
peritive ·¡egimes.-·sevet=<il studies--have claiffieCi thJ:tthe -~<?!lten~_9_f__~h~_ Qol~cy 
pref~r_en<;es_~_m_brª".S:~-~-QY-PO\vef"tlllpolir~CJJ actors (for instance, a preference 
for or againsr income red-ist~-i-b~tfon) h-<l:v_~-i~porti_~~-~o_nsequences_fQr politi_cal 
regimes. The intensity of acrors' policy- prefe_~~ñs:ei,-ªD9 not just their subsrance, 
~s critica! fó-r regime su¡-;¡yaT.illd_t_J.TI. Radical policy pr~f~renCes ffi3"ki:~~n 
rhe left and on the right of the po!icy spectrum intransigenr and rhus unlikely ro 
tolerare the give-and-take of democraric politics. 

3) A favorable regional polirical environment, characterized by the existen ce 
of many democracies in Latin America, increases the likelihood of transitions 
frorn authoritarian rule to competitive regirnes and dirninishes the likelihood of 
breakdowns of existing cornperitive regimes. Our rheory emphasizes rhe 
embeddedness of countries' political actors and political regimes in a regional 
and international context. 

Recent work on democrarization has em_Qhasized t\vo facrors rhat are at odds 
;,virh an exclusive focus-~~-¿-;-~~~ti~ fa~t~r~ Fi~sr,-Je-n10~~3rY~atio~ occ~rs in 
wave-like- P~aces~~e~; \\:har happens in n~ighboring coun-rrieS -h~_s._ ;_;¡g-;¡fi~anr 
impact on a region. Consistent with rhe argumenrs of Brinks and Coppedge 

/ 
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(2006), Huntington (1991), and Markoff (1996) ara global leve!, change in 
political re gimes in Latin America has oCCurred in waves. It would be difficult to 
explain wave-like change only on the basis of within-country cOTI-ditioilS íf ü1efe-· 
were- riO r-ransii<J.tional effe_cts. The likelihood that po-liticaf tfanSfoim:lrions 
regional in scope could be explaineáSoieTy-OY the simulraTitouSCh;lllge-or 
doirieStiC_COOOi:tíO[úi-iO mllfr"iple -coliriffies-¡s--\·érY tow: Theories of democrariza
ri00-th3.r are-b8.sed -eXCfUSivelv oñ cOun-rf~-le;,~e¡ cÜnditiOns--are rhe-retore ill 
equipped ro explain \vavesof_d.emclcral:izati~m. _ .-_ -- -

-·SéCOOa~----tfle:S~eWáve-like PrOcesses ofteTI bÚ_ng about prof~mnd cha~ges in 
polirféai iéiimes in a reiio_n in_~- Sh?r~_ tiJ11e. In Latín America, the change frÜm 
a region that was overwheliTlingly aurh-Ofi.tarian in 1977 to one thar is over
whelmingly demacra tic or semi-democratic occurred rapidly. :Ylost compara ti ve 
polirics approaches that exp!ain democratization in vol ve long, slow processes. 
Political culture at the mass leve!, the leve! of developrnent, the size and strength 
of the workíng class, and income inequaliry, all of which ha ve been offered as 
explanations of democratizarion, usua!ly changes only over the long run. 
Because the domestic facrors that ha ve traditionally been used to_explain regime 
ch3.nge moVe -relarively slowly, the likelihood th9:t. rh~y cpuld accou_n~-fo:r- pro-:_ 
found change ína regíoñlll ash~Ort·¡:·¡me ls extreme;ly low. 

- Syn~hronicit)rand rapldi-ty _of_ch_~_!l_ge do not definiÚveiY pro ve that democra
tization had po-weaUilnt~rnario~al !=a~S-~,- but rh.ey-gr~itly-increiSe-the like
!ihood that inrernatiOO.<ll factors were at ~ork. i\t1any rece~t -;_,orks. have 
emphasized the irn¡Jact of international acrors1

4 regional influences, 5 and inter
nacional organizations6 on democratization. Consistenr with rhis burgeoning 
!iterature, we underscore that bardes o_ver polirical regimes involve qot onlv 
domestic act~ut ~l~oint"~r-nati¿~~i~~-~·traTI~-n~tion.al·a¿tors. -- -· .. 

Our woi-k cC)ñtfíb~tes -in fi~-e ways ro rh~ ~risri~g-lirerir~.ue··on international 
effects on poli rica! regirnes. Fir~t, we in elude international effects and actors as 
pa"rtOTitheory of-regiffie ch~ng·e a-~d ~tability. Little previous work has inre
¡?;"rateddome~ic arurlñrerñ3"í:l0n"J.¡ aCtors--1~ a theoretical understanding of 
regime dynamics. Seco_nd, an irnport~_t _g_g_~~ti_9_g b-as .ren:J.ained unanswered by 
the existing lireraruie. Bec8.use- the wave of democratization was more or less 
cOiúeiTi¡Joraileóus~-Wirq_2!!_j~~~~-- emphasis by U .S. forei_gn policy on 
"áeffiOcracyprornotion," it ishard _to disentangk_!h~ effecrs of regional diTii.i
siOn pefSe--trOffi_.j}l~~-~Q_¡_i~Ql__C:·s_~ f_~~~h~-I)---_pQiicy_. \'Ce sepJ.rate rhese effec!sin 
Chipter-¡-T-h~rd, alrhough the liter:1ture on ¡;{ternarional diffusion of poli rica! 
regimes has burgeoned in recent years, the analysis of the mechanisms behind 
diffusion is less developed. \Xre analyze rhis issue in Chaprer 7. FÜu-frh~\~,-~~h~~v
that_l_Dteú-iiiíOiiil -iTiflUences have reinforcing dynamics that help explain rhe 

+ Brinks and Coppedge ·::.:::o6'1: G!editsch (::oo:.1: Gleditsch and Ward 1.'2oo6l; :\Larkoff il9<;:Híl: 

Pr:dham ir99r, 199-:; Srarr '.I99I). 
1 Brown {:.ocoi; Levirskv Jnd \X'¿¡y {2orc¡; Whirchead :r986b, 1996'. 

Pevehouse (:.oc:J. ::.oo.::.b. ::.Co)'i. 
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magnitude and pace of waves of democratizarion and authoritarianism 
( Chapters 4 and 7 ). Finally, in Chapter 8 \Ve shov,.· that while imernarional acrors 
facilitare transitions to democracy and prevent the breakdown of competitive 
regimes, they are not effective at promoring the advancement of competitive 
regimes once a transition has raken place. 

E?vlPIRICAL CONTRIBUTIONS: L'NDERSTANDI:-.!G 

POLITICAL REGLVIES IN LATIN A?vlERICA 

Empirically, the book examines democratization and regime change in Latín 
America o ver a long sweep of time. 7 We hope to rnake rhree empirical contri
buti~s. First, we aspJ!_e toc_ontribute_~.~-n.d~~-sgiJ.E~!he hiStory otpOiiúC:al 
régÍmes_ in Iatin AffieriC3 'ffoffi~i9-00 to 2010. Along wirh DaníclBrinkS,aiid 
with !he helf:,-Qf Sixreen Ú:search asststants o ver the course of a decade, we coded 
política! regimes as democratic, semi-democratic, and authoritarian. W'e discuss 
our coding rules and procedures in Chapter 3· Our classification of political 
regimes lays the groundwork for understanding the evolution of democrariza
rion and authoritarianism in rhe r~gion and provides a research roo! thar orher 
schOIJrS.C"iDUsé-:3 - ___ " ___ ---.-- ·-- - ---· - ·--- ·- --·-- · --

SeCQ_I)._QjhiS:li~he fi~~~ook th~_E_!F~~~~_?_e?:_p_{'iÍ!!_ the~II)-~r~~~ survival, and 
G fall of pol_i~i!:?:LE_e_gi~es _f_t::r Latín Ame rica as a whole_2~!-~_.!s!Qg_p_eriod of time. 

Theie i-s -a huge literature on POliric:il ré'giffies irÍ-Larin America. However, much 
of it focuses on single countries or a fe\v countries. Drake ( 2009 ), Hartlyn and 
Valenzuela (1994), and P. Smith (2005) offer valuable descriptive histories of 
democracy in Larin America, bur with little efforr to explain regime emergence, 
survival, and demise. 

-r, Third, this is the first book that h<I_S .... attemp~~cl__!Q __ ~~teJ!cL~E~~~!:~ased 
approach. ro _política! regimes to_ the empirjcal srudy _ of a large nuinber of 
countries- ó\:tr an exteñded p~~¡Qd Of ri~e. JVia"n); s¿hQiafly- appr03:C11esa~e 
rhacpohncal actOl_-S WáthiT -rhan strucrures or poli rica! culture) offer rhe mosr 
fruitful perspective to study poli rica! regimes. Such approaches claim thar actors' 
choices determine regirne outcomes, and thar srructures and culrures, even 
rhough they influence the actors that emerge and their behavior, do not deter
mine rheir choices. AgQI:Q~~_9-~.QQi.OacQ~?- to stuQDng__¡NJi.ti~.?-Lr~girnes are 
cornmon in case _s_!_lldi~s (Berman 1998; Capoccia 200 ;; Figueiredo 1993; Levine 
1973, I978; Linz 1978a; O'Donnell 1982; Stepan 1971, 1978; A. Valenzuela 

By La:in _.\me rica we ;-efer :o the rwentv coumries in the western her.1isyhere rhar were colonized by 
Spain, France, or Portugal: Argentina, Boliv:a, Brazii, Chile, Colombia, Coso Rica, Cuba, the 

Dor.1mican Republic Ecuador, El SJ!v:tdor, Guatemah, H:úi, HondurJ.s, .\·lexico, ~icaragua, 
Panama, P:J.rJ.guJ.y-, Pecu, Uruguay .. wd Venezuda. \'("e do not indude ..:ountnes .:olomzed by Gre:1: 
Britain or the :\ethe:-lands. 

~ D:ake ·,.!.C09:' anJ Sm1rh 1:.!so5) aL-;o descr:be ¡he e\·olLltion of democr2..cy in :-\\'ent!dh-..:entury 
Lnin _.l,_merica. 
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1978; ]. S. Valenzuela 198 5; Viola 1982). Theoretical frameworks such as those 
of Linz (r9;8b) and O'Donnell and Schmitter (r986) also posit that actors (or 
blocs of actors) are the mosr useful unit of analysis. Yet given the tirne-intensive 
demands of studying a large number of actors across a long period of time in a 
subsrantial number of countries, there hitherto has been no extensive (i.e., 
involving a large number of cases) empírica! testing of theoretical propositions 
about the effects of actors' preferences on regime outcomes. 

\Xlorking wirh a different team of nineteen research assistants, we identified 
the main actors operating under every presidential adminisrration in the twenty 
Latin American countries from 1944 ro 2010 and also coded their attitudes 
toward democracy and dictatorship and theír policy moderarion/radicalism.9 If 
actors (as opposed to strucrures or cultures) determine political ourcomes, 
actual! y examining their preferences and be ha vior is essential. Sorne excellent 
studies ha ve followed rhis precept for one ora small number of countries, bur no 
previous work has coded actors for so rnany countries over a long period of time. 

WHY DEVELOP A THEORY? 7 
.. , 

Schohg~ yyorking onyolirical regirnes confront severa! choices. In terms of rhe 
aman ana1Yt!Ca!'-5t.rat;;gy, rhe -iñ:iin questiOnllas beeTI~;h~rh~~--~SJ-.. cLe~:~)?P. a 
rheory with an in~egr_ated _ser o_~ hypotheses th.~.t__~_ d~ciq_c_eg_ Jt.:<?~ explicitly 
artiCiihite·a iriíí:!8.Cassu~,PriO~S (ACemogÍu--;;¿ Robinson 2oo6; Boix. 2o0"3\ a 
rheore-ilC-al-fr-a_!?e~-Ork-rhátProvides a general orientarían row_<!_r:Q__g_udyiñg-
pÜ!iticai reg-¡;nes-'(Linz I978b; O'Donnell and Schrnitter I986); or a set of 
narrower . emp_i_r_ic;a_I_ _ hypoth~ses (Curright 196 3; N1orlino 20¿g~·4 7..:5 i; 
Przewor¿ki~t al. 2000). ID 

Each of rhese oprions has advantages and disadvantages. Theories provide 
inregi-atlve-Wél_is ~ Of lm¿;;~t;~di~g rh~ V:,O-rld --=-an advan'rage~. gi~en~~~r ~Übjéc-
rives:-A-tFleO~y ITiJI<eS -exp!lC-it--.;[hO.d1e-;ctOfs -a-r~ and-how rhey are consriruted, 
Y...liar' motivares their behavior in regime games, and how they form winning 
coalitions. Empírica! propositions thar are not integrated by rheories or by 
theorerical frameworks such as Linz (1978b) and O'Donnell and Schmitter 
(r986) do nor explicitly embed their analyses into an understanding of rhese 
issues. In contrast, rhe empirical propositions rhat a rheory deductively generares 
are pan of an integrated whole (Bunge 1998: 433-43). Sorne scholars 
(Coppedge 2012: 49-113; Jvlunck 2oor) ha ve comrnented on the lack of theo
rerical integration in most work on political regimes and argued that rhis 

9 To be precise, we coded al! presJdennal admmlstrations that la.sted long enough to be in power as 
of Decembe:; r in at le:m one year. !fa pres1dent Jegan his terr.--r in a gi1-·en year and did not serve 
un:!l the end oi that vear. we did not in..:iude that admimstration m our data ser. 

To These d!stin.:tions .:ou!d be seen as a conr:nuum r2rh..-: than as th~ee discrete CJ.tegorica~ 
possib:kies. 
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constitutes a weakness in this literature. W' e agree \virh rheir judgment; our effort 
at building a theory responds to their observarions. 

Nonvithstanding the sophistication __ of sorne of t~e work that_ hasj~_~pir_~d us, 
there 1iaVebeen noPfeviOusefiort53:Ion-grhe-lines presented here to deve!op a 
rheOr)' orregime survival and fall.' r The-insighrs of the rich "IirúitUi-ts on \V"flich 
we-Graw-ao nOt futly subsritute for a theory of regime survival and fall. These 
insights are not generally connected to each other in a system of cohesive and 
logical relarionships. As a result, work on political regirnes has accumulated 
considerable knowledge, but wirh less theoretical integration than is desirable. 
As Coppedge (2012: 49-I13) comments, wirh loase integration, a research 
finding about rhe importance of certain independent variables could be compat
ible with a wide range of theories. 

Social scientists want to know not only whether sorne specific independenr 
variables affect political outcomes, bur also whar theories hold up (Bunge 
1998: 433-43). Because ir consisrs of a system of inregrared hypotheses 
deduced from explicitly arriculared assumptions, a theory helps arder and 
organize hypotheses. 

Our book integrate?_Qr_evjou~grea_!!l:s_Qf_x~-~-~_arch in_t_9~_~_9hesive theory. The 
core contribution of our work is nor the five discrete hypotheses about regime 
survival and fall that we present later. Rather, iris rhe rheory, which links rhese 
hypotheses in deductively logical ways, and the testing of it. A theory is a way of 
making sense of the world, of providing an integrated framework. Discrete 
hyporheses can also advance understanding in the social sciences, but rheories 
help stimulate advances in how social scientists rhink about politics. The devei
opment and testing of theories is a critica! parr of social science (Achen and 
Snidal r989; Bunge 1998: 433-43; Coppedge 2012: chaprers 3-4; Ferejohn and 
Satz 1995; Munck 2001). 

Our understanding of "theory" _i~_~9_!_ _ __!:~~~r-~~!ed to formal models._ Our 
endeavor is a theO-r)· b~causelr-Sta-rtS with sorne explicidy articulated assu~ 
rions abour rhe relevant ser o(aáors and the faCror_S_th-.1t--dererrnine their choice 
ofJ~gtme c6Jliti6ñ.) __ and then .. ~--e deduce in--in_regr_~e-a se·r··arhipot~eses from 
rhese as~~~tí®S. u. - --- .. - -·--··----

ACTORS AND REGI.ME COALITIONS 

The notion of política! actors forms rhe first building block of our rheory. \'('e 
focus on a parsimonious ser of the most important polirical actors: pr_esiden_ts, 

" Linz ,: I97SÚ) and O'Donnell and 5..-:hmir.er \:986:, developed rheoretiol frameworks thac ha ve 
sorne of che ch:.ra..-:teóncs of a theory, bur wichout a ser of integra red hypotheses. 
The íormal-rheon· appro::..-:hes su eh as Boix 1:1.0:::31 offer nght mce:;rared cheories that provide 
logic:d microfound:>tions for specific macro-hyporheses. Sorne frameworks iLnz !9~Sb: 

O'Donnell and Schmmer ~986) offer heurisrics IO guide che inquiry of rese:uchers inw .:ases 
or top:cs. In this regard. our theoretical Ji~cussion iollows the second rradirion more than the 
firsr one. 
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powerful organizations, and influential organized movements. In democratJC 
regimes, rhe_p_r_~i_dent-and r~~J<gg~.?.!_p~ri~_s_~_re impofrillt ~C~?rs. The go;:-er·n
menr-Co-ffiill.ands many resources, and because It difecrs rhe policy process, ir 
strongly influences future resources and outcomes. As head of the government, 
rhe president exercises great influence over rhe government and more broadly 
over democratic polirics. Parties are rhe primary roure to achieving elected office 
in democratic politics. DemócratlC~-pü1iti.Cs--reV-olVe---s-liiiihcaiúlY arOUrid rhe 
compeútiü"n ain.Ong parties. -

The military, guerrilla organizarions, social movements, nongovernmenral 
organizations, unions, and business associations are sometimes majar acrors. IJ 

In authoritarian regimes, the most impÜrrant acrors always include the president 
and often include a hegemonic party (if there is one and if ir is reasonably 
independent with respecr ro rhe president), the main opposition parry (under 
authorirarian regimes with competitive elections), and the military. 

~v In our theory, actors' purposeful action largely der~~ines reg,ime ou~es. 
Actors torm Q!:cle.r.ences_a_b~::n,Jt__9. _poliJic~! regime ~ased on whar they see as 
desirabteCJ~tcomes (specifically in terms of policy.prefe~ences and regime pr~
cedur-e;)-and- th-e}; act on rhe basis of rhos_e preferences. Polirical acrors are 
instrumeni3I-:-5ütthéy a;e .. n0t"-Jlw_i.~_2.!!..Ü:j!_1_SJ=!:t:t_~_I1ta)__ or narr9wly seTf-· 
irrte!éSteirlFletheOry does not den y rhat actors' behavior can ha ve -unintendéd. 
consequences. 

Our undersranding of who the actors are anc!_-~b-~~-f09t~vate~-~b_t:!I!Aiverges 
from sorne theories. In class-based accounrs, social class~s are the ~cl:~rs. In 
cÜntrasr, in our ~iew, social classes ar~~ually ~~ ~uffi~iently oiga-niZed and
suff!s:_ien!ly_ p_(illt~~Jix_ !:S>.~i~ tq__lo!~-pO_lTtiCa). :ac-tor_s. Labor-baSeCi ·política! 
pa;ries and labor unions are acrors, b~ rhe working __ _class per se i~ _nQt _ ~nles~ 
Ia:b-Or organizations or political parties forg~p_Q_E~~-a.l_tiE!Jty among mosr work
erS. -Similarly;_~ap·¡~~!Ts~~_r__~e. ?I.~--~~.l_l_<'!Jiy -~ora unified political a_s:ror; th~y ba ve 
competillg-inre-;-e;ts a~d usually lack a si~le o-rganizarían rhar spea~s for a!l Üf 
rhem. _¡ 4 Wh~~ their inreresrs are deeply thre-~t-e-ned, business mvners might forge 
'át;Tiporary unity that enables them to function like an actor. For short periods, 
social classes can funcrion like actors when they respond almost uniformly toa 
political event or process, but such uni_formity is the exception. Usually, social 
classes face difficult collective acrion problems ( Olson r 96 5 ); rhey are internallv 

diV@_~_b!)i1i-Sff~~fU_rany-~~~?_:p~lit~~ally. -

" Congress is an import:lnt decision-m::.king arena in competinYe política! rcgimes, but it is not 
sufficiemly united to be an actOr. In conf1lcts about polincal regimes, leg1siatures are usw:dly 
dinded along party lines. so we take the panies, not congress per se, to be ~he acturs. 

14 ln Chapter 6, we argue that big business in El Salvador usually functioned as a relatively cohesive 
actor from 1931 untll I977"· This excepnon to the rule oc.:urred in part beca use of percem~J 
powerful thre:m from rJdic:ll popular and/or imurgem movemems. In addition, many b1g busi
ness emerpnses in El Salvador were Jiversified acros:> d1iierent sectors. for example, big coffEe 
producers :vpicallv .tlso owned firm.> 111 othe~ sec::ors, thus reducing conílicr amomr Jifferent 
econorr:JC se~ro¡·s. 
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Our treatrnent of actors also diverges some\vhat from that of pioneering 
contingent action approaches such as Linz (r978b) and O'Donnell and 
Schmitter (r986l. Borh of these works focus on blocs of actors in a manner 
that is akin ro our regime coalitions. They conceptualize the actors according to 
their positions regarding the existing regime. For example, Linz's laya!, semi
loyal, and disloyal oppositions are blocs of actors that share a common orienta
tion toward the demacra tic regime. 

Public opinion is nor an actor because ir cannot per se acr. However, in 
compennv~ re_gimes~pubhc opmíOD;S Oile-Of rhe m2?_t].ª!i!~b1é resourceS -that
a~tQfs qu~ emp!Oy. It Often sways powerÍ~l ;cl:O~S Ü~e way or the Oth~~'Tñ regime' 
battles. For eX-Jmple, it is unlikely that a successful coup could occur in the face 
of solid public support for democracy. Conversely, democracy is more likely to 
be imperiled if large parts of the public turn against it. In democracies, public 
opinion rourinely limits what leaders can do (BrookS-Jnd-Kl<iñZá-- loo7). 
Like~iSe, rhe· f;te-;(dictatO~Sht"pS-SOffiet"imeS -hinges on whether citizens turn 
so obviousfyaga-;n-s-ttheruJers-a;-a·r··it e·rnholdens opposition actors and encour
ages splits in the ruling coalition. In short, public opinion is irnportant in regime 
battles, but it is notan actor. Lik~wis_~.L~J.5:~toral support is a hugely important 
asset for parties and the president in democracie·s; bl.it Voters d0!-1ot COfíStitute an 
actor; they are divided an·d ate afrOOst never capable of cohesive acriOn~~-------

Actors ha ve different ki~d~ of Poíitical resoufces. "p~fiti~~i reSou;ces" are 
any assets (including material and human capacities, institutional advantages 
that accrue from formal rules of the game, and for the military, arms) that can be 
mobilized in the competition for power. Political resources may be highly con
centrated or \vide! y dispersed. Actors \Vith in tense preferences about the political 
regi~e_-~.vork especially hard to mobilize their resources and to create new ones. 
For the -gov;;:-ñ:ffient:-ffiilitary -and state-cap-aCltY-ciTwaYS repr~sents valuable 
resources. 

~ Whether political re gimes survive orare ~~g_d__d_eg_t;:nd__s__o_n_h,Q~ .P9\-ver.fyl 
_L the c_qali_~io~s _th~~ ?upport -~~er:n ar-~. Every regime hosts at least nvo simple 

coalitions, one that supports the lllC:Umbent regime (for example, a dernocracy) 
and an opposition coalition that supports its displacement (e.g., the author
itarian coalition). N1ultiple coalitions (e.g., several opposition blocs pursuing 
different forms of authoritarian rule) are not unusual in times of great turmoil. 
!v1any actors remain on rhe sidelines and join neither coalirion. These regime 
coalif!ons are usuaiiy not formalized, and rhe parrners in the coalirions shift over 
rúTI~. Regtme-CoafiUO~S-WillSiate power ~vhen they control enough resources to 
Prevail in the competition for power. In rhe advanced índusrri:1l democracies, the 
regime coalition that supports the status quo (i.e.: liberal democracy_i vastly 
overpowers any other alterna ti ves, and therefore the probability of breakdown 
in the current historical context is vinually zero. 

Once in office, rhe leaders of a regime coalirion adopt policies and build: 
prese~~-e, o-f- modify the existing poli_Ücal regime. AEgjmt__ty_pc (a cO-mg~Jt&_e 
regime ora dictatorship -~ survi ves ii rhe size a:-1d leverage of irs coalirion is greatn 
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rhan the coalition working for regirne change. The regime changes \vhen the 
opposÍt-Íon coalii!_ºn)~ mor~p_9.'~'.: ... er:flJJ. -------

-~10Sr-aCtOrSare not intrinsicallv parr_of ~the~-~~~ell_!_q_cs-ª-tic:__QE_!__h~-~~~hgr
itarian bloc. They may change regime coalirions depending on how effectively 
the exis ... tíñg regime satisfies their instrumental policy preferences and, in sorne 
cases, their norrnative preferences about the regime itself (i.e., sorne actors prefer 
democracy even if they believe they might get better policy outcornes under 

dictatorship). All po~i0~~!~-~ors hav~olicY._Qidt~~Q_~es,~nj_2om~_?L~~~~
have value prefEá~ll_Ces about the _política! regime itself. They support regime 
coafítiOñSthatthey- beiTe~;i;~_¡ik~_fY--r;-·_rp_~-~i~_i_?,e _rh~!~·_2Q)icy gOals·-ancrtnéif-
nofmative preferences ~-~?ut the_regirlle~· -- . -- -· -

BETWEE~ STRUCTURE AND AGENCY: THE LEVEL 

OF A~ALYSIS AND THE CORE VARIABLES 

Another issue in the study of política! re gimes is \vhere to anchort~e proper lev~l 
oT analysi510fexPfiñ.3iiOiiS-olr·eg;'íffie-_Change:--sorne- sCholars h~ve-effiph~~-i~ed 
loni=fUOPr~eé-oilciáionsle:·g·:;-·!\tOOfé.~Jr:-r9-66) while ¿(hers have ernphasiZed 
leaéíefS<iitd -CO-ntingent action in spé-cific historical contexts (Capoccia 2005; 

Ha-rtr};-ll-19-84;- Klri 19i7; Kuran 1989, 1991; Linz 1978b; Stepan 1978). 
Rustow ( r 970) framed this question as a dilem!Ila benyeen functionai theories 
afld- generic·e~pí~~-clrio~;,-rrz-ev.~Or-ski' ( I_-9-8 6) p-re~S~ñt~d "¡t ~s -ar~-;siO_n_ be_Cwe~~ 
macfcl-añér~i~;o-Ofle;ted Pe~~pecl:ives, and Karl (1990l ~oñce·i~;~¿ Of it -a"s 
explanatiOñs. 58.5@ on s(ñ"i'CrUfe- .ifi(foth"ers based on agency. This problem is 
related to the substantive distinction between explanations of democratization 
based on socioeconomic conditions and those based on política! factors, but it is 
analytical!y distinct. Most explanati<ms of regime change based _on socioeco
nornic variables concef>tiiafiZeToTig~rerm .p-roces-ses, but arguments abo Lit_ the, 
iffipact-oreCollOtTIIC J2~.iJ9f.n;~Pce--;n ·political si:J.bility (e.g., lv1erkx 1973) often 
lrnpTy:Causal mech8.~isms operatiñg. in the medium orshcnt run. Nlost arguments 
abülú·- iJolitical factor¿ refer to short-term processes, but ~l8.ims about politícaT 
cUltU-re (e.g., Inglehart 1990, 1997;· Ingleharra-nd·~rerzer2.a05";'W¡",1;:da-·2o~ I )

are-baÚd_on long-term l_egacies. 
-·~reSituate our anal)·siS betv-...-een long-term explanations such as social struc

tures and short-term explanations based on actors' contingent decisions in quickly 
shifting conditions. Certainly, long-term factors such as the leve! of developmem, 
the degree of social inequality, and the persistence of profound ethnic, linguistic, 
or religious fractures affect the viabiliry of democracy. But a fundamental theme in 
this book is that for our uní verse of cases, these loqgj_e_!_!!l_fé!~_t_gi_? __ h~~e li-Q!ited 
capacity to explain regime survival_~nd fall. T o understand why regimesen"4~!~_Qr. 
f311,- ~;e ~ee4_i226Rtlh~-ªDaJy_sis~~9~lQ~~p~9~i!llaTe~;~~~S O(régi;;~~h;nge. 
--\X:~do-~or den y the role of structural forces (parterns o-f ecoñ~~~~ develop-

ment .md dependence, clase; structures. legJ.cies of social inequality. and so on) in 
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rhe constitution of poli rica! regimes. Structural conditions powerfully influence 
the emergence and development of polirical organizations and the distriburion of 
resources. These more distant structural __ \a!lses _pi~ y_ <1: rol~ in the ge!!~si_~ 
political reginles. Bur the effect O{stfllcr.Úral variables is contingent 3.nd diff~ 
ir ultirrlaiely manifests itself in the organizarían of political actors añ.d in: rhe 
relarive distiibution of rheír ¡)O.!itical resources. . --~~-

At th-e orher eri"Cfat· the s¡)eúrUffi,-\ve" emphasize causal factors rhat are more 
distant than rhose analyzed by Kuran (1989, 1991) and Lohrnann (1994) in rheir 
fascinating accounrs of the transition to democracy in Eastern Europe and the 
former East Germany and O'Donnell and Schrnitter ( 1986) in their landmark 
contribution on transitions to democracy. The short term agency based explan
ations of breakdowns and transitions of Linz (1978b) and O'Donnell and 
Schmitter (1986), while richly capruring important processes and interactions, 
do nor rell us under what less proximare conditions breakdowns, democratic 
survival, and transitions are more likely. We need theories and hypotheses that 
are siruated berween strucrure {or causally distanr cultural explanations) and 
agency to complement existing knowledge. This is rhe terrain where our rheory is 
located. 

Because our theory focuses mostly on fairly proximate variables in rhe 
~ sequen ce of ciUSation, iris compatible- with iheofies- and rheore-ilcal fra~~woi~~ 

that examine more distant or more immedíate causes. For example, moderniza
tion theory and our __ rheory could both help _ explain 'Nhy drnwcraCles-;nd 
diCtii:Orship~ive 0~- falC th-e-fOrmer .focuseSOil -more -aiSrant causes, and 
otirs on mor-e Proximate Causes. However, for-Larin AmeriC.i fr6-ill 194-5--Uflril 
2010, as we show in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 9, the prominent more distant macro 
rheories have lirrle explanatory power for understanding regime change and 
survival. 

~ 

At the meso level of analysis rhat ins2ire~ . ..2-~~fu~~¡__!Pr~~~!-:.L~J~~ aff::.cr 
whether regimes remain in power or fall: (Í~.wherher actors_have moderare or 
radical palie}, p;~(~~~~eS(fldical aCtoi-5 reñd ro be destabilizing ill COmpeOtíVe
regimes); (~')_, whether they have a normative preference for democracy or 
authoritaria~ism; and (3-) how supportive the regio-nal política! ~~vi-r-onffieñtis 
fOf competitlve and authoritarian regimes. In rhis secrion, we inrrOdUCe-the 
irgUmeñi:-s aOOUr theS-C~rhfee·;;;a-riables. 

Radjcal I,Jolicy Preferences. \'i./e define radical policy preferences as rhose 
ro~va~d one po!e Of th~Policy spectrum (e.g., toward the left OTiigJir when rhe 
policy space is effectively unidiinensioñalr 5 ) in conjunction \Vith an urgency to 
achieve these preferences in the short- ro medium term \\'here they do not 
represent rhe status quo, or wirh an intransigent defense of these positions 

where these positions represe m rhe status qua. 
16 

They ---~ave ~?__I2:_1!~ 

:s If rhere is more than one 1mportdn: d1mension of compctir:on, the radicai/moderat:on connnuum 

functions in al! of :he m. 

In g.u-:1e ::heorenc terrr.s, rhe<;e acrors ha ve J lar"'e d!scoun: factor. 

--· 

--
e< 
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characterisrics: ,(r) bec_ªus~ __ t_4_~ir p_olicy _prelerences are roward one _pole of a 
policy speqru~J ~-~~~~ali~.SL~.QP.tion o{t~~rj?-~J~¿e_~~e_S __ ~~poS-eS impor
rafir costs on Ürher actors; (~jjtheir preferences are very in tense, so rhe- J.cl:or-s ·are 
irl!iariSig_@r (i~e.; unwiliingto bargai~) .~nd_Ill!patient (i .. e.,--un~~-illing-rO-WJítTOr 
rh~~~g·i:e"rm -ro achieve their policy goal~). iadic~l_poiicY ·prefefen~.es need not 

be on the extreme left or extr~me ~ight, -~ut ~ht;y muS!b-e)j".fj_~"Q_y_ghJ¿9~1Jhe 
poli~y pr~ferences of other _rele!'~~nt ac~o!-"_~_to_ c:r~ate pola,fÍ~a_t~on. The location of 
r~-dical policy positions. cannot be determined a priori, as ;r- depends on the 
narure_of the policy space. --·-·- -- - · 

The argument abour radicalism captures the delicate hisrorical balance 
berween conservative actors' demand for security and progressive acrors' 
demand for policy transformation. Put in Da4l's (1971) terms, murualguaran
rees among actors in crease the viabiliry of polylfé:hf·:FOr a democ·;ac·~/t'O;-urvi\;e 
in Poor- ·arid-ú1te-iiT1e&~t-~~cO~eCouñ"trie~:-ii: i-;hefpful that-the a~ who can 
des-rr(\Vtne_-reglrne_ ~ the illilitarY-ánd so~-eririles Ehe_-~coqº~j_c_ ¡;li_r~ ..:..!\9~-.f~"ª=r.-~h~ , 
po~~Q~J!.IT.Qf_ r:naio_r losses iTI 3 -ShOrr !ifll!: If rhey do, they are more likely ro jo in .: 
rh~ authoritariaO cOálí!lon. At the same time, aCtors who pillSU-e·po!icy"'Chailge· 
Sfíould-6elíe\.:eth~trrarisformations are ulrimarely viable as a result of dema

cra tic política! competition. If the intensiry of their P<?li~y_p_r~f~!~fl:~es l~ads either 
conse~vative or_progressive aqors ro believe that their goals cannot be __ aChíeVe-J 
uflcfe[ COffiperiti~~ ~ules~th~~~ ¡~~~rs-;¡ig_hr s~pport- a_TI_.alternative regí~~ able ro 
impose rhe;r _ ~-q-sffavor_ed Polis:ies _ Unilaterally. Their -\vithdfaWaCfrom the 
democrat-ic coalition often prompts their opponents to do the same~ because 
uncertainty abour policy gains will now turn into the prospect of permanent 
losses imposed by the radical group. The fear of majar losses in the shorr term 
thus arises when sorne acrors ha ve radical policy preferences. 

Actors' Normative Preferences about Dernocracy and Dictatorship. Sorne 
-actors have srrong value pi_.e(~Ee_n<:e_s._~Qg_~!.!.hc:_poJ~!ic_~l regime i~ addition ro~ 

havmg mstrumentarp-~!iCy.prefer~r:tce,s. These orientations range frOrñ a SrCOñg 
value prefúe-ri.Ce for a particular form of authoritarianism ro a srrong norma ti ve 
preference for democracy, wirh indífference toward regime rype in rhe midpoint 
of the scale. 

A normative preference for democra~r dictatq,rship refers ro the_ will~ng: 
ness 2f pglirical acrº_rs J()_jp_c~ _ _F_<?.l_i_cy_ cos~s _in __ ~r,9_c:_~_!_()_ .ck.fend _QL_achieve,_t_h~ir 
preferred regime. Ir means that an actO!- prefers a kind of regime on intrins~c 
g~·~~¿;; ~s rhe bes-! possible political regime. When C~!:J-did~s.~_s_ acknowle_dge 
rheir defear in an election (rarher than questioning íts results) and-g_rª-~~fullv 
c0ngr-aturare-t1ú:ii-Oppóne~rs, rhey 9-re b_eha~~ng in-way_s:ih~-t_si.in~-l~~~mmit~~~t 
to the principies of the democratic regime. \'Ch~n _government leaders accept 
defeat On 3.n Í~1"i)o-rtant ÍSSUe thai: requires_ a JegisJatÍ\'e SUpermajorÍty, e ven jf theY 
cÜuld modify procedural rules to impose the preferred legis!ation by simpl~ 
ma}ocicy, they are signaling commitment ro exísting procedures. This _co~mir
ment is credible _ t() others beca use the behJ.vior im_plies a cost tO the actof 
iriVOi\.-ed.-0-b~~r:'~rs _i_~Te; rhd_t_ili_e-pb-yef-ffiusr ha ve a larenr normJtive preferen..:e 
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(a favora~le predisposition) toward the regime, and rhar this preference must be 
srrÜng ellough to overcorne the short-term losses. - - ---

1\orrnative preferences about rhe regime are part of an actors' belief system or 
view of the world. They are an example of "procedural urility"- the well-being 
derived from procedures above and beyond the outcomes they generare (Frey, 
Benz, and Stutzer 2004). !"7 They are consisten! with \\-~ha_r_Max'\Yr~ber (1978) 
called "value rarionalitv." This argument builds from evidence that individuals 
care nor only·;¡;¿-~[-i~~ú~!Denral-gai-ils- (outcomes), but also abour ·p·~-~ced~res 
(Beñza-ndSWtzéf-2Üo-3;-Ffey eral. 2oor; Frey eral. 2004; Frey and Stutzer 2oo-5; 
Gangl 2003; Levi et al. 2009; Lind et al. 1993; Sen 199 ;, 1997; Stutzer and Frey 
2006), including rhe ones that constitute a democratic regirn_e. 

A strong normative preference for democracy by powerful actors, especially 
the presJdent-álld the rríajor parties, reduces the odds that a competitive reiime 
\vílllJi_e_3kOOWI1. Actors' normative preference for democracy can help i-~oCu!ate 
éC)mpeClr-r~e-r-égi~es from breakdmvns. If the key actors are normatively com

mitte_d t?~~~!!_l:9_c~a::~y, a competitive r~g}_~-~--~a?_ s~rvive bad _gC?_V~~~~p.g pe~forrn
ance wh~~e ir might not survive otherwise (Linz 1988; Linz and Stepan 1989; 
Lipset 1959; O'Donnell 1986: 15-18; Remmer 1996). Actors with a normative 
preference for democracy are not wi!ling to subvert democracy ro pursue raalcal 
poli~~nd ..:_-gOiiig back to our previous argument- if radical policies are not 
a·n~~~~_ga, ir is easier for aiJ acrors_ to accept a comPe~iti_ve regün~----
-- Conversely, actors that normatively prefer a dictatorship re8.-dily seize on 
opportunities to delegitimize a competitive regime and bolster che authoritarian 
coalition. In ~-nEi __ o~_po?r econo~i~_p_erfo..!:manc~~_!:~dicalism by opposing 
forces, actors that are indifferent to democracy can easily ner:ecrUíred-to jo in che 
authOritari_ªn coal;tion-iflt];;1~~~dY a forc·e-·ro·recicon \\,ii:h-CL1Pset-r9·5~ 

? A normative prefere~"Ze f~¡ derriOáacY- by- the ñlai-rl oPposition parties and 
leaders also signals to leaders of an authoritarian regime and their allies rhat the 
costs of establishing a competitive regime are likely ro be bearable. It can help 
pave the way for a transition ro a competitive regime by assuring the actors that 
support rhe authoritarian coalition chat their interests are not likely to be 
radically threatened under a competitive regime. 

These arguments rest on the assumption that actors' attitudes roward political 
regimes significanrly influence political outcomes. Actors' values about \\-·hat 
political regimes are desirable and feasible affect how they beha ve po!itically and 
how toleranr they are of policy failures, of dissent on the part of other actors with 
strongly opposing preferences, and of política! unrest. Normarive preferences 
crea te a cognitive map th_~t s~ape_~ ho~v--ªqpr~ !ll}cierst~ild pol_iti~;-"t ~ea1iry -ªnsi 
their owrl-irirerests (Blyth 200:1.; Finnemore 1998). 

1tost politici"l regiffieShl-t-pef¡Ods of bad governrnent performance. Actors 

that ar~--~~:_~_E:ti~~2'.-~?~~~t-~-~d t_? __ a_~iven regime type accept periods OTbacr-

Frey cr al. (::.:::c.¡: _58r:, clefine pmcedunl unL:;..- as "the \vel:-bemg peop~c gam from ;¡\·ing and 

act:ng under institutionalized prucesses a.'> che\ ~omributc toa pmiti\·e ;;ense oi self ' 
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performance and blame the administration rather than the regime. In contrast, 
acrors rhar are normatively indifferent _Q!:_ h9srilti_~__!h_~~r~gime_rn.iiQr f.~!z_e on rbe 
diffiCult peri~d~tO ~tta<:Kthe~e_gime:a¡;_d join.s!le_QQPQ_?i~-~Q!l ~~gir:!}~_~g~Jirion (nor 
meftly the opPOsition ro the government). - --

Actors' norma ti ve attirudes about democracy and dictatorship are not reduci
ble to their economic inrerests or ro cultural predispositions. These attitudes, 
hO\vever, are not perfectly exogenous, a prime mover of política! processes. In 
arder ro avoid tautology, an explanarían of regime outcomes based on norma
rive preferences must be willing ro inquire into the origins of actitudes roward 
democracy and dictatorship, their variance across countries, and their trans
formation over time. We address this issue in Chapters 2 through 7· 

Lik~~hU_!971: 17:_cl~l~p.d m~~~~~~Q!~__}Y_lw_ha_y~-~~Of!~r!b~ted -~o this 
literature, we fOCus on powerful actors _because their beliefs ha ve a more direct 
¡ffipacr-~n regime -outc-offie~ 't:hail-ffiaSS beliefs. W~.Q~l!.~ _e!:~~~sively "Ori actors' 
v-aruepreferences about democracy and dictato,cship as opposeq_to other social 
or cultural beliefs. Other scholars ha ve argued that nonpolitical beliefs such as 
rruSt-·;n--íildi~~~dUals (Inglehart 1990, 1997) and religious beliefs (Hunrington 
1984, 199r; Levine r992; Stepan 2oor: 213-53) affect political regimes. These 
orher beliefs ha ve effects on democracy and authoritarianism, but they are nota 
central part of this book. 

International Actors and Influences. lnternational actors disseminate new 
beliefs about rhe desirabiliry ( or lack thereof) of dliíereñtkindsorpolirical 
reiiffies -aild policies, and they prove by example thar sorne política! projecrs 
are feasible (or not_.l. They provide resources to empower sorne domestic regime 
coaliiié;n~;;~drh-~y offer incentives to domestic actors, r~.~r~~y a!g:E~g_t~s 
and bene:fits of different options in the dornestic regime game. ~'here the 
ú~g¡O-n3.1 p-Olii:-íc3Te~·i;O~rnenr and the U.S. gÜver!l~~~~~a!~~fiVO~~ble_!9_:;Q[I)
petitive política] regime~, the cosq;_ ~!!4_.~nefits_Q[J.h~_s_e_glme. gam~ ?h,ift_for 
doÍne-Si:ic po!itical actors, creating strongerj_n_~~J!tj_ve_s fo_r ~ransitions ro compet
ifiveregrrTies-~ \X?h·efe (he Uñíted Stat~s and the Organization of American S tates 
(0~\5) adamantly oppose the breakdown of competirive regimes, potential c_~up 
leaders and their supporters face higher costs. 

InternatiÜnal actors exercis-é lndirect as well as direct effects on regime 
change. For- e;¡amPie, e-xterna! infiuenc~s may affect domestic act-ors' radical
izati"O-ñ and commitment to democracy, which in turn affect regime outcomes. 1 s 
lnternational actors also influence domestic actors' calculations about their 
policy benefits under different regimes. For example, if inrernational actors 
threaten ro impose sanctions against dictatorships, mosr domestic actors will 
typically lower rheir expectations regarding their policy benefirs under author
itarian rule. 

TJ There is a reb:ed Oody of work on rhe 1mpact of tl--.e ir.krnJ:ional difius10n of 1deas on soci,ll 

po:1c;·. See .\lesegucr :co2.l and 'X'<:¡:Iand 1 .::.:::c6 1• 
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In addition ro o_perating indirectly ,_ int~rnational actors sometimes ha ve d_irect 
impaCts on political-fegime5:--Foi-e~ú-m-ple, "O.S. of -ÜAS miliraryactions le-d ro 
transiti6ñS 'tQ Compet{riv:e regimes in Panama in 1990 añ.d Haití in 1995 and 
2006. The U.S. invasion ofthe Dominican Republic in 1965 helped maintain an 
aUrhoritarian regime in power. On severa! occasions, including Honduras in 
1983, Bolivia in 1984, and Peru in 1989, the United States lobbied agaí~r 
military coups and might ha ve thereby directly influenced regime oul:come~~ 

W'e surnmaríze these five core empírica! arguments as follows: 

_•_)- i. Policy radicalization makes a breakdown of a competitive regime more 
likely. ~' " \y' 

~--

2. A norrnative preference for democracy by important actors (e.g., parties, 
leaders, the government) makes a transitíon to a competitive regime more 

_ likely. 
------3- A norrnative preference for democracy by important actors makes a break-

dmvn of a competitive regime less likely. 
1,¡~ A regional political environment favorable ro democracy makes transitions 
-- ro competitive regimes more likely. 
~5. A regional política\ environment favorable to democracy makes break-

downs of competitive regimes less likely. 

None of these empírica\ arguments is surprising or counterintuitíve. The origi
nality of our work rests in an attempt to integrare these arguments through an 
actor-based theory on regime change and srability and on hmv we develop and 
test the theory. 

Like all theories about highly complex political realities, ours simplifies 
re~Iit}. Its purpose is nor ro capture airtñ:e comple:.Xitú~S-0-f regtme -Chailge and 
survival, but rather ro cali attention to a few highly important issues within an 
integrated theoretical frame\vork. - ~- . , -"' "· 

..;..- \- - -~l 

TESTING THE THEORY 

!vlost work on politicaJ regi!T!_es _haschosen berween extensive and inte11sive 
testing. We undertake both _kinds of testing beca~Se bÚth give us {fi"ffe~nt 
kfiUfs. of leVeraié--f·~~ -~~-de~sranding the emergence, stabilizat;on, an_d_Wf of 
democracies and dictatorships. ---

\'i7e f()!IO~'~d __ two overarching principies about testing _ the ~~-~Q!'Y. First, 
quamitative evidence across a broad range of cases should support t~e!J1~9~Y· 
W'heTI it is possible to measure theoretically important independent and depend
ent variables in a reasonably effióent and va lid manner, quantitative analysis is a 
useful beginning point to assess the causal impact of rhe independent variables._ 
Otherwise, there is no good way of knowing hm\· extensively a theory travels. In 
additlon, the quantitati\·e analysis tests a wider range of a!ternative explanation;; 
more rigorously for a broader range of countries rhan our qualitarive evidence. 
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The quantitative analysis in Chapter 4 provides this extensive test of our 
theor):. Ir tests \vherher Our theory ho[ds up for a large number of observations 
{t\VeTit)- Latín American countries for I945-2005, for a total of 1,220 country
years). In the quantitative analysis, the dryendep.t_ variable is whether a regime 
breaks d0Wi1 oi-SU-rVi\res in a given year. Üver rhe courSe of a decade of research, 
we collected informarían on a wide variety of independent variables ro test our 
theory and severa! competing theoretical approaches to regime change and 
survival. The daraset contains severa! original variables (including our regime 
classificatioTI-,--a rlüvel indicator ofU.S. policíes tóward Latín America, ind ne\v 
indicators of actors' radicalism and normative regíme--Pi~Jer_~!:J.Ús) with_yarying 
time coverage -beginning in 1909 and enf{i_ñg .. l_ñ -~o _ro, Beca use of data flmitd
rions~ our quantitative explanation focuses txclusively pn the_ pefiO:d since 194 5·. 
The quantitative testing is indispensable for seeing how far in space and time J 
theory travels - that is, for assessing its generality and its scope conditions 
(Goldthorpe 1991; King et al. 1994). 

Our second principie for testing is that structured case stud!~s _ _!_Tl_ust fit the 
theory. Theory building is facilitated by detailed c3S~ kno0kdg-e (Cap~~q; and 
Ziblatt 2010). With large macro processes sl;ch as the -fise and fall of política! 
regimes, iris not sufficient that quanritarive evidence líne up behind a hypothesis 
ora rheory. With such processes, severa\ competíng accounts could explain the 
same quantitative findings. Theory that is not _informed by the_ realiry of cases is 
rherefore more prone ro rñ"íSUiiaé-iStand-- Lifie f~·laCrO--C7tUsal PrOce~~_es~--The 
cOrllbiTiation of quantitative and qualir;·~~ve _an_~lySi~_-;~-f;~bt!ter than .either 
alone. 

In -Chapters 5 and 6 we employ qualitative case studies of Argentina and El 
Salvador to provide intensive testing of our theory. Structured case analyses are 
an essential part of our testing process for five reasons. First, beca use structured 
qualitative case analysis allows for .. a_!teptÍO!l !O s~_q_l:!~I).C_~s, it is.US'efuTfO!-aSS-eSs~ 
ing causarmeChanlsriis. Sequen~e~ and act~rs;i~reractíons ca~_b.~lp di§_~!lra11gle 
mechanísms rhar are notcrearo~-the_ ~-aS:iSOrre_g:reS_SiOn analyse?.- We- Can 
analyzeWl1at preérpit:U"e-~;g·i~e-ch-;ñ-ge or ''re-~q~ilil)f~tiOñ-;, (linz 1978b) ar 
crucial historical moments. 

Second, the sg-~_!:¡¿red case studies enable us ro examine interactions among 
actors. SuCETrU"eraction~--;:~;deCiSiv~ in regime outCOrn"e~~).Jthough the quanri
táOve anai~rSISTn-Chapter 4 P~vid~~-;ñ -ess~ntial rest of important parts of the 
thcory and of competing explanations, it does not test hypotheses about imer
actions among actors. For example,_ig_::i_J;:ge.-Q.~~_§_,Jrom 12_30 unril Ijl_Z_G._,_~e lack 
of a normative _pref~~ence fCJi __ Q~rp_Qcr.ª-C:Y ___ \_va~. mmval_l}· __ reini0"<ci~g_ ?-_~-~ryg 
ictorS.-Pfesldtrít Juan Perón's ( 1946-5 5) a uthorirarian procliviries and radi-cal 
tendencies generated deep hostility and reinforced radicalism in much of the 
anti-Peronist camp from 1946 to 1966. Likewise, after r983, .. the building of a 
normative preference for democracy was ñ-1"~·r~a!T;,-reírlfófCi~-g am~~g· actor~. Ir 
iS\·ery dlfficult t~-~a-p-rlir_é_S.L;¿h írlrerilétim¡s in a_qu~!l.tÍtative ap_aly~is inyo!Yiilg -
n~;el1i-y countries oVef a long periÜd O{ rime. 
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Third, part of our theory addresses the formation and dissolution of regime 
coaliti6ns. The structured qualitative cases help illuminate and test this par!. of 
our theory. The case studies revolve centrally around the formarían of winning 
regirne coalitions and the stability or lack thereof that results from those coali~ 
tions. This k~y part of rhe thepry is difficult ro test quantitatively. 

Fourth, the vari~bles for acrors' normative regime pr~ferences pr_~s-~Qt ch<!Jleng-
ing probTemS O(endogeO-~i-ty~- Do <!~!Qrs' ___ n_ormativ:e prefefEiiCe~ cause r~iPm~ 
chang~1 o~ does regime change ca~lses -~ct9rs' normative preferences? These prob
Ierils are bo-rh st?tiStlC-if and-s~bstantive. \'V' e address the econometric problems i~ 
Cnaptefs-3 and 4,-¡][1¿ t11e Srrucñued qualitative cases in Chapters s and 6 also 
help untangle these problems of endogeneity. They also illustrate more clearly 
than the quantitative ana[ysis why normative preferences for democracy or dicta
torship are important in understanding regime change and stability. 

Fifth, the structured case studies allow us to s_~al~ __ d_9wn to the level of poli rica! 
acror-s-¡n each -histüiiCa] páiOd. \Vé Cañ ___ then Study--;C:rors~ a-rDr~deS !oward 

democracj--Jrid dicútorShip and rhl:if radicalism or moderation in more-de!ail. 
These i~sues crea te questions of inte~_I_l~)_ validiry for which a case study_ S:!l_il__Q_e 
particularly-enlightening (Gerring 2oo;: 4 3-48 ). The case srudies also enable us 
to explore the actors' reasons for a low normative preference for dernocracy and 
radicalization. Such information allows us to reconstruct historical causal 
sequences thar lead to regime breakdown or stability. 

We dra\v on the rich tradition of qualirarive research thar has enriched the 
analysis _of why democr~cie~ eme~i,e-(R--:-cOTfíer 1999; H:u;t¡~gi:Q¿-I99I; (evine 
r_973,- I-978, 1989; O'Donnell, Schrnitter, and \X7hitehead 1986; Rueschemeyer, 
Stephens, and Srephens 1992; J. S. Valenzuela 1985; Yashar r997), consolidare 
or fail to (Linz and Stepan 1996), and srabilize or break clown (Capoccia 2005; 

D. CoUier 1979; Figueiredo 1993; linz and Stepan 1978; O'DonneU 1973; 
Poner r 98 r; Santos 19 8 6). We part paths from most of this tradition bv ( r) trv
ing to be more systematic in coding acrors and our cor~ independent variables; 
(2) \\·or~arger number of country cases (t\venrv) than most qualitative_ 

sni~!~s; aild (3) using _q~~tit~~~V~-~~~Y-~~_!_o _test rh_~--~~!.~!l_s_iqn of our rheory 
béJ-ond the- C}ualirative_ e_'! seS~ --- --·-

Theñ-úiñbef-Q(CÜuntr-;es- that we studv - the rwentv countries of Latín__ 
America __ -. occupies an- unC~o:mm·on iOte~mecnate-·-~i_cp.~c_~r~-J~gim~- S~~-º:~~. 
AIDajorit}r Otthe \\:-ork·~-; p--;;Iirical~eii~~~~~~~ve~ ;-·Small number ofZo~nrries, 
most often one or two, and mosr of the rest is quantitative work based on a larger 
number of ca un tries. One of the Ieast developed strategies in studies on politi¡::_gl_ 
regimes is the intermedia te-N str~regy (in terms of the nllmber of cOU.furiesY that 
we pu_rsue. Region-wide studies of democratization-·tlú:r -áfe-sensirive--rüífltra
reg}~n~i -differences are uncomrnon (for an exception, see Bratton and van de 
\X·'alle 19971.19 Both the inrermediate-::-.J strategy and the regional research 

_\\any \\"O~ks ÍOCUS Oll Jiiftren..-:t<; J.C[(),<,S J. fcw CJSCS :n J. si ven region. but few .;;imu)tJ!lCOU'iJ;' t:tkc 
a region .b a \\"holc and e\· 1 nc:e a ~tronl; ·mcesr in m::~a-reg:onJ.! difierenc:c> 
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design, which in principie are discrete but in our case are combined, are useful 
compliments ro the large-K and srnall~N s~udies that domina te regime studie-s.-

-TEiS.illtefmedíatei1i"Ch-e-his disti_n.~!¡~----; ad~;-m~ge~.--The--~~ch larg.Er._n"uffiber 

of countries and observations rhan single-country case studies enables us ro test 
hypotheses in a more systemaric and extensive manner rhan a single country ora 
few countries would allow. The t\ventv countries display considerable variance 
in regime types across countrieS an_d, oveftiiTie~-·a_rid--otfer a brold rallge of 
co-ndiúo-nS_i_n terffiS_ óf !he iñd~Pe~denr. (Jnd_.coqtr()l)-.Y~r-i3._bl~ii9L th:iS stii_4Y· 
At the same time, the number of countries is sufficiently small that we k-now a 
reasonable arnount about regime dynamics in a majority of them. This knowl
edge helps generare hypotheses and i'!form.Ehe urcckrg~ncliJ1g_o_fcausal mech
aiüSITiS~-The mixed quan.~!~ª-tjy~j_gya!ita~i v_e, jnrer~edia t~-N stra t~gy-pw.SUed 
heúls-not s_~Q~rior ro o_~h_er_ altern<ltjyel,_Qut it is an und~rutilized stfategy-that 
Yie!ds dis!inctive benefits. We try ro bridg~-th;-gap-betwe·en-·qua"IitariVe area 
SrUaieSañcnarge:l'rre~·earch through close knowledge of sorne cases for inten
sive testing and a more extensive test of hypotheses provided by a quantitative 
design. 

CASE SELECTION FOR QUALITATIVE CASES 

In this section, we first discuss why we chose -rnro countries for our qualitative 
cases as opposed to looking ata similar number of transitions, breakdowns, and 
regime survivals in a larger number of countries. We then explain the logic for 
choosing Argentina andEl Salvador. 

The need ro examine actors' interactions and use structured case studies to 
understaTid sequen ces a~d ~~~s~l _g1ec_h9-nÍsJ!l-s preciuded a ciualiratiVe aña-IYsls~O-f 
rñore rhan a sffiau_ TIUíñbef9f cases a-nd dicta red a strategy ()ftreating these cases 
in-eñough d-étaÜ to-s;pp~~-t ~?-~. p~iffi~~yclai~-~~ In light of these considerations, 
\Y e fOCuSOil!WO-cOUñtt·}:-StUd!es Üveftírñe-rather than selecting breakdowns and 
rransirions from a Iarger number of countries. 

The logi~ o~ _9_~! . .9llalitath:e ___ a,~_a{y_~j_s .of Argentina andEl Salvador resrs 
prirnarily 09- -~n_derstanding interactions among actors, processes, and sequenc_es 
roUnderstand re gime outcol_!les. Beca use within-country observations allow for 
éioSeexa_;;;rñatiÜn of processes, inreractions, and sequences, iris generally easier 
to identify causal mechanisms than in cross~country comparisons. ~'ithin
counrry observarions have far less variance in mosr control variables than -
observations across counrries and thus help clarify which independent variables 
account for rhe change in the dependent variable. Finally, given the exrensive 
hlstOfiography;- focUSing .. on nvO Counrries allowed for greater coverage of the 
secondary literature and for better case kno\dedge than would have been 
possible had we chosen the same number of breakdowns, transitions, and 
stabilizations bur wirh a larger number of countries. 

\X-'ithin -counrrv observations are ideal for process tracing- for el ose attention 
ro se¿lt:ten..::es and causal mechanisms (D. Collier 1993: Collier. Brad;·. ar..d 
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Seawright 2004: 250-64; Collier, }.hhoney, and Sea\.vrighr 2004; George and 
Bennett 2004= 204-32; 1\iahoney 2003: 360-6¡). Within-country analysis 
reduces the number of explanatory variables because many change slO\vly and 
hence do not explain short-term variations in rhe dependent variable. We 
increase the number of observations by looking at multiple administrarions 
within each counrry. This combinarion of a smaller nuf!l-_Q~r of expian_~!Q!.Y_ 
variables an~?__ Ip_l:ll!_ipje ___ w~~ht_-']--~_C?~E-!!Y._~~se~~atio~~ __ ª~~lj__q__rl-~§._iQ~~ell-
knOwn COilCer_n _ab<?U!_~be indeterrnin~t_e_~~search _design )f!_rpap_y _small-N_ srud
ieS:-man·}· v-al-iables, few cases (lijphart 1971: 685-91). In \vithin-country 
qUaliririVe~a-O:ai}rSIS~- Che logic of causal inference is nor reducible ro a cross
counrry cornparative method based on a small number of observarions - a 
method that is vulnerable to deep weaknesses in causal logic. Unless ir is 
accompanied by wirhin-country proce_~~-~F~cing, ir is__9i[ficyJ!_ill~r12~..fLOSS 
natfoñalCom:p-a-rison to---we_IgR _coíTIPeting explan<lt~ons (Collier, Brady, and 
SeaWng-ht2oo4;--Ge0r-ge ~-nd Beññerr 20o4~-i5-3·.::..66; Goldrhorpe 1991; King 

et al. t994: 199-207). 
In the post-1977 wave of democratization in Latín America, there ha ve ~~-~n 

rwo dramarr~ chariges f'elañVéto ·eariier periods. First, many courlUÍeS rhat 
eaflier Wellt through cycles of democratic breakdowns and transirions back to 
comperitive political regimes become stable democracies. Eighr countries in the 
region hadar least three breakdownS-iiince-·r9-00:Ptru (wlrh-sevent-rJiiS-ll:ions 
and six breakdowns), Argentina (six transírions J.nd- five breakdowns), Panarna 
(five transirions and five breakdowns), Ecuador, Honduras (five tralls.it:ions -
and four breakdowns each), Uruguar, __ ~Q~~a~lc"a (fQU( rrallsirions and rhree 
breakdowns each), and Chile _(three transitions and three breakdowns). 
Norwirhsranding the br~;k:downs in Peru in 1992 and Hondurls in _if'-º9'-ªS:_ a 
g!C!~E"~ ~~~~5o_un~~le_S_b_~y~_b.een vasrly_les~i PrOne--ro br_e<J.kdOwrlS-~-f ~omp~titive 
ré-gimes si~ce I9_7_8_~h~_p.they we_re_before then. 

second, eight countries ha ve shifted from deep authoritarian pasts,_ ~i-~h.. little 
(and~SFíM-liveCfY or n{?jlt_IOr·experíenc~- ~virh coffip-etíríve reginles, _to_,hªyigg 
stable coiTipt;tlii\;~-~~gimes in the post-1977 perjod. This includes ~~livi~, whose 
experience of competitive regírnes befare 1978 was limited ro the 1956-64 
period; the Dominican Republic, which was semi-democraric from r924 to 
1928 20

; El Salvador, which had no experience of a competitive regime until 
1984; Guatemala, which was semi-demacra tic from 1926 until 1931 and from 
1945 ro 1954; Haití, which never hada competirive political regirne until the one 
thar broke clown after a few monrhs in r 99 r; ;..Iexico, which was semi
democraric from 1911 ro r9r3 bur otherwise aurhoritarian unril 1988; 
1\"icarJ.gua, which \Vas serni-dernocraric from r 929 ro r 9 3 6 but then had author
itarian regimes unril 1984; and Paraguay, which had dictatorships steaCily until 

~e The Dommtcan Rqublic :tlso had a ve-:y shorr-hved compe:itlve regime ior sew:n momh' irom 
Februa;-v ::o Seprember I 96 3, but 1t did not reach our thresholc1 oí surv¡vmg u mil Decenba 1 1 of 
:he ;.t::r m whJCh ir was inaugurateci. 
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1989. Except for Haití, these counrries ha ve gone from largely unchecked and 
often brutal histories of dicratorship befare rhe third wave of democrarization ro 
comperirive regimes after the rransirions. 

The srory of the third \Va veis largely the srory of these tv.ro sets of counrries . .::.' ~ ~ 
AccÜrdlngly, \Ve chose two countries that together exemJJif¿_ the most common 
regime patterns in twentieth~century Latín Arne~j~a:_ ?ne (A[geQ_tÍ[liJ.) l:fl.irl·lad 
manYOie-ákQO\vOS--before -the- thlrd \va ve J.~d -has been steadilv democraric 
dUríA-g -th-e -thlfd WJ.ve~- alld ólle (E( Sa'!v::i-dof) -rhar has shift:ed fr~rn persistent 
<ilitliOrítafi3iliSffibe"tO!e the third w3.ve ro a-durable competitive regime. Sixteen 
otthetWeiíry e o un tries_ in Ltún America S_quarely fit one of rhese two parteros. --

,...-----'.___;. ·--A.f-geríriii.l -liad experienced chronic instability of both competitive and 
authófítarian regimes behveen 193~ and 1983~ i_!].cluding five breakdowns of 
colllp_eririve regimes durirlg rhlú.,e;:¡Qd:W;e-~ddress two questions. First, why did 
conlp~titiv""é- regimes consistendy break down_before 1983 despite.many favor
able social and economic conditions? Second, whar explains the dramaric 
change frorn the chronic breakdown of cornpetitlve regimes until 1976 ro 
dernocraric survival in the period since 1983? 

Chaprer 6 focuses on El Salvador and asks rhe opposite questions. Whar 
expl<!_ii_1S: P:ersisrent aurhoritarianism _for al_mosuhe en_~ir!_~ventieth century until 
198-4? Ho~v did a cOulltry V:,rth--;:-hisrory of consisrent and often br~tara-ui:hori
rarianismcwercome daunting obstades and experience a transition ro a com-:: 
petitive political regime? Why did this regime fend off threars and become 
stable? \V'hereas Chapter 5- explains repeated breakdowns in Argentina during 
~uch of the t\ventierh cenrury and the absence of breakdowns afrer 1983, 
Chapter 6 explains the absence of transitions in El Salvador during most of rhe 
tv.renrieth century and rhe occurrence of a transition after 1984. 

Although we present detailed qualitative evidence abour only rn.ro counrry 
cases, out analysis was inforrned by reading abour a much larger number of 
countries and by doing sorne field\vork at sorne point in our careers in tv.relve 
countries in rhe region: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Ecuador, iVIexico, Paraguay, Peru, Cruguay, and Venezuela. This fieldwork 
enhanced our understanding of rhese nacional realiries. 

LATIN A.\rlERICA AND THEORY DEVELOPME:'-IT 

If we cast our argurnent as a somewhar general theory of regirne change and 
survival, why should we focus on a single region of rhe world? V./e ha ve t\-vo 
theorerical and one pragmaric reason for fo!lowíng this srrategy. 

The remaining four countries are Br~lZiL Colombi:t. Cuba, :md \"enezuels.. Er:lZl] and Colombu 
had only one br~akdown. so thcy JiJ not iollow the more common pa:tern of multipk break
downs. Cuba and VenauelJ. are exccpions be.::ause as oi chis writing chey ha ve aurhuúarian 
reg1mes. 
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First, as \ve argued elsnvhere, regions ho.ve particular dynamics and poli r
ica! processes that are specific to those regions (Nlaimvaring and Pérez-Liñán 
2007). Social scíence generalizations that are based on large-N, cross-regional, 
or \vorld\vide units of analysis must be attentive to these regional specificities 
(Bunce 1995, 1998, 2ooo). Othenvise, social scientists will generalize where 
they should not. Causal inferences based on a world\vide sample could lead to 
a misleading undersranding of what factors promete democratization in sorne 
regions. Different regions may present distinctive and systematic causal pat
terns that an assumption of worldwide causal homogeneity would obscure. 
The effect is more substancial and hence the need for caution is greater when 
entire regions of the world rather than simply a few countries are exceptions to 

a generalization. 
Consider the finding in Chapter 4 that rhe leve! of development does not affect 

the probability of transitions to or breakdowns of competitive regimes. The fact 
that modernization theory does not hold for a wide income range in Latin 
America between 194 5 and 200 5 is important, and it suggests a likely pattern 

"of causal heterogeneiry by region. E ven though on average, wealthier countries 
areiílofelikely to transition to democracy and less likely to establish dictator
ships (Przeworski eral. 2ooo), rhe causal effect of economic development may 
differ across regions in the same broad band of levels of development. Particular 
causal factors may ha ve heterogeneous effects in different regions of rheW-Orld._· 
Therefore, an-analysis that ove-riooks regional patterns may impÜse ~- rllisieading 
assumption of causal homogeneity (!vlainwaring and Pérez-Liñán 2003; 2007). 
A conventional response to this argument is that regions represent "proper 

names" that should be replaced by "variable na mes'' in the analysis. In principie 
we agree, but until all rhe variables thar define regional patterns in world politics 
are thoroughly identified (which is an extraordinarily difficult rask), an assump
tion of causal homogeneiry across regions may induce greater bias in the results 
of an empírica! analysis than the assumption of causal heterogeneity at the 
regional leve!. 

Second, as we emphasize throughout this book, political developments in one 
country influence regimes in other countries of the same region. Regions are 
more than labels for arbitrary sets of countries; they identify geograp11IC-ri.ti::.· 
works-defiñed bY spatial and cultural proximity. In Chapters 4 and ¡, we show 
rhat iris impossible to understand re gime o meo mes wirhout emphasizing region
wide factors. Analyses that fail to consider regional influences would oversrate 
the importance of domestic factors, conclude that regime change and survival 
are highly idiosyncratic processes, or perhaps commir both mistakes. 

Regime change has occurred in region-wide v·.raves: a first \va ve of democra
tization from 1902 to 1911; a second wave from 1938 to 1946, a countenvave 
from 1948 (O 19 55; a third \Va ve of democratÍzatÍOn from 19 56 (O 19 58, another 
counterwave from 1962 ro 1977; and finally~ rhe post-1977 \Vave of democra
tization. Tn Chaprers 4 and ;, we show thar region-wide influences account for this 
waw-like behavior. To explain rhe vicissirudes of democracy and aurhorirariJ.n 
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regirnes, idios~~~tj~ [a.s_r~rs come in~o play_ in ev~ry country, but there never
theless haYe been distinctive region-wide trends, including the post-1977 trend 
toward democracy. T o understand poli ti cal regimes, we rherefore must examine 
both region-wide rrends and explanations and counrry-specific processes. 

Iris impossible to understand regirne outcomes by focusing only on individual 
couñrries or only on global trends. Political regimes were traditionally a subjecr 
matter for compararive polirical scientisrs who focused on domestic processes, 
but regime dynamics are not exclusively domestically driven. Both beca use of 
regional specificiries and beca use of disrincrive inrra-regional influences, social 
scientists and hisrorians must be attentive to rhe importance of regions in 
politics. lnternarional influences on política! regimes are especially important 
\Vithin regions (Gleditsch 2002). If we always treat countries as __ the lJTlÍt_ of 
analysis and fail to pay attention ro regional effects and dynamics, we will 
miss these regional effects andas a result will fail ro undersrand causal processes .. 

While advocating the importance of regions in compararive politics~ we rejecr 
the assumption that Latín America is relarively homogeneous in a descriptive 
sense (i.e., that variance in fundamental conditions across countries in the region 
is small), and we reject gross generalizations about regions as a whole unless 
rhere is empírica! evidence to support them.u Our approach looks at regional 
influences, but ir treats the countries wirhin the region as distinct. In Chapter 4~ 
we treat each country differently by virrue of assigning each one a different seo re 
for most independent variables and for the dependent variable for a given year. 
\X' e believe that this is the \va y that regions of the world should be studied. Latín 
America has important common trends and influences, but it also has huge 
cross-counrry differences in everyrhing from political regimes to the leve! of 
development. For example, in 2oo 5, Argentina had a per ca pita GDP of 
$5,721 in 2000 dollars, more than fifteen times greater than Haiti's ($379), 
which was one of the lmvest in the \vorld outside of sub-Saharan Africa (World 
Bank 2007). Similarly, seven countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Uruguay, and Venezuela) had lengthy experiences of democracy 
befo re r 97 8 while a handful of orhers had histories of continuous or nearly 
conrinuous dictatorships late into the twentieth century (El Salvador, Haití, 
!vlexico, 1\icaragua, and Paraguay). Our research design is predicated on rec
ognizing these differences across cases· and within cases over time. 

Our empirical focus on one reglan does not enrail a position against broader 
generalizations in social science research. We adoptan intermediare position: 
generalizations are importanr, bur there are few truly universal findings in 
analyses of poli~ical regimes."" 3 .Y~ost generalizations in socíal science are 

"~ Broad generJ.lizations about Lnin .--\meic:J. as a whoie chancterize ~o me works that emphasize 

Iberian politicJ.l culture. 
Cniversal findings are expected to hoíd fu~ most represemative ;amples of che same popubtion, 

but the definltlon of the "opubtion is icselt an all.l]yt:c:J.! usk (lbgin ::.coc: 4 3-63 :'. For :ns,ance, 
"univers;1;., mav simplv refcr :o ail L. S. vorers rn rhe second hJ!i o[ the twentieth centur~;. 
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bounded by ge()grilphi~ or historical conrexrs. "4 Regional specificiries are not the 
only way to bound generalizations in social science, but beca use regions are large 
parts of the world with distinctive dynamics and intra-regional influences, 
delirniting sorne analyses and generalizarions by regions is useful. \V'e do nor 
claim that regions should be the primary unir of analysis in comparative polirics 
or thar analysis of regions is superior to other research designs. But,regions are 
substantive\ y importanr, and rhe reasons for this importance ha ve been under
arti~qlated in political_scienc;e. For developing and resting theories about regime 
change, it is substantively useful ro examine regions. 

We also ha ve a pragmatic reason ro focus on latin America. E ven though our 
theory of regime change should travel beyond latin America, a focus on one 
region allü\vs for resting hypotheses using better-quality data for a longer 
hisrorical period, without assuming that sorne indicators (e.g., U.S. policy 
toward democracy) would have an equivalenr effect in other regions of the 
world. -~/e coded political regimes in the twenry Latín American countries 
between 1900 and 2010, and also identified and coded the normarive and policy 
preferences of 1,460 political acrors throughout the region from 1944 ro 2010. 
lvluch of the critica! information collecred for rhis project involved labor
intensive codíng of political regimes and acrors. 1\~othing remotely similar ro 
chis coding of actors is available for orher regions. The use of more conventional, 
rt~adily available indicators would ha ve allowed us to expand the geographic 
scope of our tests, but would ha ve undermined the validity of rhe indicators and 
chus rhe inrerpretarion of the results. 

Consisten! wirh a perspective that emphasizes regional influences and dynarn
ics while underscoring the specificity of individual countries, we deal with rwo 
different le veis of analysis: coumries and latin Ame rica as a region. Our primary 
analysis of the rise, survival, and fall of political regimes takes place at rhe 
counrry level. However, region-wide actors and influences affect country leve! 
actors, processes, and regime outcomes. At the counrry leve! of analysis, our 
theoretical puzzle is ro explain the rise_, s_urviv:al, and fa_ll __ o_f __ otegimes. At rhe 
regional leve!, ir is ro explaln waves of 4~m~~fa __ ti_zatio_n and ªuthoripriapism. 
The regional trend is the ffiere aggfegarion of counrry outcomes, but counrry 
patterns in turnare irl."fluenced by what takes place in the region. 

Analysts have used a variety of different theoretical approaches and inde
pendent variables ro explain why democracy exisrs in sorne countries but not 
other<;. Manv facrors affect the likelihood that democracv will exist. One final 
advantage07fOC~~ing~Üll -L.1tiri".A~Ineri~a_j,s_!hª-!.i!_holds. c~~stant a f~ 
faC-rOfs:preCfOffilllant religiOüS pr~ference, presideiJ:~i~l sy§t~rns; and Iberian 
colOni·a-¡ expüiená~ (exC-ipi füf Hiírifthe'se-c·omm¿nalities red~~e rhe~u~bef 
of independenr viriables and rhus facilitare rhe eXJ)Ianatory proCess. ---------- --- -- -

"
4 For an ex.:ellent exar:1p:e of how presum1bly Ulll\·e~sal finJing~ na y be hJSCorically boundcJ, scc 

Boix anJ Stokes ( .coc 3 ·, on r~e hisruricall; ..-:hanging reLu;onship benwen the leve! of dc\·c~opmcm 
and Jer:wcra..-:v. 
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Introduction 

PLA:--1 FOR THE BOOK 

Ch..§:Q.t~L_2 outlines our theory of regime change and durability in more detail. 
Chaprer 3 díscusses wave50fregime change in latin Americ.1 from 1900 to 

ú)I0~1i-describes the ev9_l~t_!_Qp._pf_QY.r ci~endent variable over rime, focusing on 
periods of expansion and contraction of democracy. This chapter also addresses 
the measurement of our main independent variables. \Y/e introduce novel índi
carors of norrnarive regime preferences, radicalism, and internacional condi
tions, and discuss the historical evolution of those factors for our sample of 
tv.renry countries. In the last part of the chapter we treat actors' normative 
preferences as an endogenous explanatory variable, showing that dorninant 
preferences may be influenced by incumbenr regimes, but they are not a mere 
reflection of structural conditions. 

Chapters 4, 5, an? 6 test the theory. Chapter 4 presents a_ quamirative analysis 
of rhetwenry Larin-xrrú;tiCa-n-co-u:Tirries for rhe 194-5--io'óS- Poeriod. A set of 
survival models allow us ro reconstruct the probability of transitions and.break
doWns in paáicular countries and years, and also rhe overall wave of dernocra
tization experienced by the regían after 1977. 

Chapters 5 a!14_ 6 presenr intensive tests of the theory rhrough qualirative case 
studies. Chapter 5 examines Argemin?, \vhich had chronic breakdowns of 
competitive -regimes before 1978 despite rnany favorable circumstances and 
has enjoyed a democracy without breakdown since 1983 despite many unfav
orable circumstances. Decreased radicalism, an increase in comrnitment to 
democracy, anda more favorable international environment ha ve been crucial 
in Argentina's post-1983 political transformarían. In Chapter 6, we trace the 
reasons for the breakdown of the tradicional very powerful authoritarian coali
rion and the ernergence of a democratic coalirion in El Salvador in the r 9 Sos and 
early 1990s. 

Chapter 7 further explores the mechanisms behind our finding that interna
cional acrors and influences are an important explanation of regime outcomes. 
This finding has become common in regime studies since 1986, but the mecha
nisrns behind ir are not clear in the existing literature. w·e discuss six mechanisms 
rhat help explain the impact of imernational actors on regime outcomes: ( r) the 
preferences of actors regarding política! regimes and policy diffuse across coun
try borders ro domest~c actors, generating an indirect mechanism of influence on 
political regimes; (2) ·domes tic acrors in one country draw inspiration from 
evenrs in another country (demonstration effecrs,\; (3) internacional actors 
sway domestic actors ro jo in a regime coalition; (4)· internacional acrors provide 
resources ro strengthen sorne actors; ( 5) inrernarional actors such as che Catho!ic 
Church simu\-caneously function as domesric acrors, andas domestic actors they 
influence regime outcomes; and (6) international militar-y intervenrions. The 
combination of quantitative testing in Chapter 4 and qualitarive analysis ín 
Chapters 5. 6, and - enable us to add to rhe existing literarure on regional 
influences on poli rica! regimes. 
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Chapter 8 explores the implications of our theoretical conclusions for the 
current (and future) direction of Latin American regimes. Ir describes regional 
tendencies in rhe evolution of political regimes after the third-wave transitions. 
Toan unprecedented degree, competitive regimes ha ve survived during this time. 
However, an analysis of the levels of democracy achieved by those competí ti ve 
regimes after 1978 indicares, alongside many striking advances, two different 
problems in the region: democratic sragnation and democratic erosion. Sorne 
countries had relarively low levels of democracy after their transitions to com
petitive poli ti es, and they ha ve be en unable to improve significan ti y over the past 
three decades. Other counrries are experiencing an erosion of poli ti cal rights and 
civilliberties. 

Currenr democratic stagnation is partially anchored in historicallegacies. In 
countries where political actors lacked a normative preference for democracy 
befare 1978, they failed to invest in the developmenr of institutions (competitive 
parties, independent courts, and civic-minded security forces) important for 
building high-quality democracy. By contrast, democratic erosion is related to 
more recent trends. Governments in Venezuela (since 1999), Bolivia (2006), 
Ecuador (2007), and 0;icaragua (2007) have revitalized the somewhat radical 
forces in the region, and they ha ve fostered intransigence in sorne sectors of the 
right. Regional political influences are more supporrive of leftist radicalism that 
does not embrace {and ofren even opposes) liberal democracy. During most of 
the period since 2001, the United States emphasized antiterrorísm more than 
human rights as rhe focus of its foreign policy, weakening the credibility of 
dernocracy promotion efforts. Beca use of the opposition of sorne leftist presi
dents wirh dubious democratic credentials to OAS interventions, the OAS 
cannot act as coherenrly as it did during the 1990s on behalf of democracy. 
'W'e test those argumenrs using a latent growth curve model for levels of democ
ratization in nineteen post-transition coumries during the contemporary period. 

Chapter 9 discusses the implications of our findings for alterna ti ve theoretical 
approaches ro explaining regime change and survival. The Latín American 
experience crea tes doubts about sorne prominent exisring theoretical approaches 
ro political regimes: modernizarían theory, dass theory, theories based on 
economic performance, and theories based on political culture. The evidence 
presenred in this book suggests that sorne prominent theories of political regimes 
are not convincing. We argue that a theory can help integrare sorne of the most 
importJ.nt lessons about the emergence and fall of political regimes in ways that 
are consistent with the hisrorical evidence abour latín America. 

í 

2 

A Theory of Regime Survival and Fall 

This chapter develops our theoretical approach to understanding regime change 
and survival. Our perspective is situated between structural and contingent 
action or agency approaches to studying political regimes. We emphasize rhe 
moderare or radical nature of actors' policy preferences, their value preferences 
about political regimes, and the impact of international influences and acrors. 

~/ Our theory focuses on political organizations, organized movements and 
" presiderits as the most powe_rful actors: We sitUare the domeSric réiime ~ame 

within an inrernarional conrext. V/e link regime outcomes (survival and failure) 
wiih micro-conditions (the normative attitudes and policy preferences of con
crete política! actors). Qur approach explicitly emphasizes political processes 
operating in the medium term. Although \Ve do not den y the role of long-term 
historical factors, specific political acrors are responsible for the actions that lead 
to regime change or survival. 

MAKING THEORY USEFUL: ASSL'.:\1PTIONS 

In our view, theories advance social sciepce only if. (r) t~eir assumptions are 
realisticr and (2) they can generare testable hypotheses that are supported by the 
bulk of the empírica! evidence. Theory generated from unrealisric assumptions 
easily generares unrealistic hypotheses and reaches distorted conclusions. 
Abstruse theory that does not guide empírica! work or theory that is not 
supported by rhe evidence likewise fails ro adequately explain regime outcomes. 

On th1s poin:. \Ve disa.g~ee with NLlton Fr!edman·s ( 19 5): r~' well·known position rhat assump
tlüns need not be re:1hsnc. lliEeJhsnc assumpcom :mroduc:e L:lse prem1ses lnto an argumem. As a 
result, the theory rnay be wrong even if iTs interna: logic is correct and it~ tiC!piricallmDlicar•ons are 
true. The onlv way to minimize this kind of error IS to er:1bra..-:e assurnp:ions thJt a;e re:J.sonahl" 
rcali-;t'c:: · 

2.9 

~ 
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goYernment radicalism and the creation of hegemonic coalirions ha ve driven the 
erosion of democracy in the short run. 

Previous chapters shO\ved that conventional theories of regime change pro
vide limited theoretical insights on the reasons leading ro the \Va ve of democra
tizarion rhat transformed Latín America since 1978. In the same vein, the 
analysis of radicalizatíon, norma ti ve attirudes toward democracy, and the dis
semination of preferences and values in the regional arena are essenrial ro 
understanding the challenges rhat Latin American competitive regimes \vill 
confront in the future. 

1 
9 

Rethinking Theories of Democratization in Latin 
America and Beyond 

We began rhis book beca use we wanred to undersrand regíme survival and fall 
in twentíerh-cenrury Latín America. As we studied rhese issues, we developed 
doubrs abour many theorerical approaches ro undersranding poli rica! regimes. 
Ir beca me essenrial ro engage in a broader efforr ro theorize abour rhe rise and fall 
of democracies and dicratorships. 

Therefore, we developed a theory ro explain rhe survival or fall of democracies 
and dictarorships. Srarring from assurnptions abour how actors are consrirured 
and whar motivares rhem ro join regime coalirions, we deducrively derived five 
hyporheses abour regime survival or fall. We particularly drew on rhree lireratures: 
( r) transitions, breakdmvns, and the survival of political regimes; (2.) international 
factors in regime change and survival; and (3) the impacr of ideas and beliefs 
on political ourcomes. Bur we go beyond most of che existing work in rhese 
lirerarures by articulating an inregrared theory and resring it in new ways. We 
believe rhat chis rheory is more realistic than competing theories; rhar rhere are 
benefirs ro sysrematizing ir as a theory; and rhat ir explains regime change and 
survival in rvv·entierh-cenrury Latín America betrer than alternarive theorerical 
explanations. 

This chapter undertakes rhree main tasks. First, we summarize our rheoretical 
arguments and conrributions. Our theory is based on more realistic microfoun
dations rhan most alternatives, and it has stronger empírica! support. In addirion, 
\Ve devised an original research strategy to test hypotheses J.bout actors across 
a much broader range of coLU1tries and time rhan previous actor-based theories. 
We al so articulare our conrributíons ro che lirerarures on actors' normative regime 
preferences, theír policy radicalism or moderation, and inrernarional influences 
on regime outcomes. 

Second, we briet1y argue rhat the theory could fruirfully be extended beyond 
Latín America. As examples of this potential, we claim thar prominent analyses 
of the breakdowns of democracy in SpJin ( 193 6) and Germany ( 19 3 3) and of rhe 
transirion to democracy in Spain :' r 9--;-1 are fully ..::onsisrenr with our approa..::h. 

269 
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We rhen use rhe Latín American experience and sorne broader evidence ro 
reflecr on rhe rheorerical approaches commonly employed to undersrand the 
emergence and fall of democracies and dictatorships. \Ve argue rhat the Latin 
American experience in rhe t\ventierh century is not consistent with moderniza
tion theory, class rheories, works based on economic performance, mass poli
rica! culture approaches, works based on formal insrirutions, and rheories that 
srrongly emphasize leadership and agency. ~re do not quesrion all rhe results 
thar ha ve stemmed from rhese theoretical approaches, but the evidence in rhis 
book suggests modificarions, boundaries, and nuances ro these theories. 

RETHI~KING REGIME SURVIVAL A~D CHANGE 

We offer an alrernative theorerical framework wirh more realisric microfounda
tions than exisring theories. In agreement with Coppedge (2012) and !vlunck 
( 2001 ), we believed that ir could be fruitful to articulare a rheory that makes explicit 
how we conceptualize the actors and what drives their behavior. Arriculating how 
to conceptualize the acrors, making explicit assumptions about what motivares 
them, and linking different levels of analysis (acrors and coalirions at the country 
leve!, as well as international forces) integrares different elements in potenrially 
useful ways. Hypotheses thar could otherwise seem ad hoc insread are grounded in 
the theory. 

Our theory integrares the analysis of actors' normative preferences about 
política! regimes and policy moderation or radicalism in an exp!icirly articula red 
\va y rather than just presenting discrere hyporheses. Our primary contribution is 
not the discrete hypotheses, but rather the theory and the resting of ir. 

Likewise, we followed many \vorks rhar established rhe empírica! impor
tance of international factors in regime change and survival, but wirh few 
exceptions, this work did not integrare the findings about inrernational factors 
iota a theory of regime change and survival. In arder ro advance understanding 
of how international forces and influences in democratizarion function, we 
concluded thar it would be useful to connect domesric and international factors 
iota a theory. 

A second conrribution of rhis book is our effort ro testan actor-based theory 
of política! regimes across a wide time period and over a sizable nuober of 
countries (twenty), using both quantitative and qualitative tests. Actors make 
hisrory, although structures, cultures, and formal rules of the game condirion 
those actors. J\hny aurhors have enriched the understanding of democratic 
transitions and breakdmvns through case studies, usually using one ora small 
number of countries or rhrough inductive generalizarions such as those pre
semed by Lmz (1978b) and O'Donnell and Schmitter (1986). The work in this 
qualitative rradition has bmnped up against sorne limits. How can \Ve go beyond 
case studies and examine hmv brin time and space rhese insighrs rravel? How 
CJn we aggregate and test the kno\vledge buílr rhrough these case srudies? How 
can we test hyporheses about a..:tors across a broader range of case<;: 
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To build on insights of previous studies and ro test them, \Ve integrated sorne 
hyporheses through a theory and rhen coded actors in the twenty Latín American 
countries for each presidential adminisrration from 1944 ro 2oro. This endeavor 
required developing clear and explicit coding rules, ensuring consistency across 
different coders, and undertaking subsrantial historical research on political 
regimes and actors in the twenty Latín American countries. In arder to test 
hypotheses abour the impact of actors' preferences on regime outcomes, it 
was essential to actually look at actors' preferences rarher than using inadequate 
aggregate proxies. The coding of actors enabled us to test hypotheses about 
radicalism and actors' normative preferences with greater validity, and much 
greater extensíon across rime and space, than we otherwise would ha ve been 
able to. This kind of historical qualirative coding grounded in explicitly articu
lated coding rules could be useful for other research projects. 

International Actors and Regime Outcomes 

Prior ro 1986, rheoretical works on regime change thar emphasized the role of 
política! factors focused large!y, and usually exclusive! y, on domestic processes. 
Research beginning with Srepan ( 1 986) and Whirehead (r986b) esrablished that 
rhis traditional approach had neglected international influences. Over the last 
twenty-five years, a subsrantial body of literature has emphasized international 
influences in regime outcomes. 

Our book adds to the literature that has shown thar ir is essential to examine 
regional polirical and ideological trends, the policy of hegemons, and the inter
connecrion bernreen domestic and rransnarional actors. Transnational trends 
and actors profoundly influence domestíc regime outcomes. Iris impossible to 
undersrand regirne dynamics exclusively in terrns of the cumulative effect of 
isolated polirical processes in individual countries. What happens in one cowltry 
affecrs orhers. lv1oreover, developments among transnational and internatíonal 
actors affect política! regimes in multiple countries. 

W'e drew on many insights frorn this literature, but only a few works in this 
field are richly theoretical, and none integrared rheir emphasis on inrernational 
facrors into a rheory of regime change and survival. r Our treatment of this issue 
added ro the exísting literature on imernational influences in democratization in 
four ways. First, we incorporated international inf1uences into a theory of regime 
change rhat links domestíc and Ínternationa! factors. Second, we quantiratively 
disentangled different international effects (L'.S. policy toward aurhoritarian 
and democratic regimes in Latín .America, the regional political environmem, 
and the average world level of democracy;' more rhan mosr previous \Vork has. 

The ex..:ellent work oi Lev1tskv and \X' ay : 2.::; 101 is a parnal ex..:e;mon, but rheir dependent variablr 
is d1iferent from ours. Thcy analyzed whether ..:ompetltl\·e authorit:lrian regimes that exis;ed in the 
carlv l99CS became demo..:ratic or rem,lined ,luthont~HiJ.n subsequentlv. 
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Third, our analysis in Chapters 4 and 7 documented the dynamic consequences 
of inrernational influences. lnternarional effects not only operare across coun
rries; rhey also sustain democratizarían trends over time. Regional influences 
affect domestic acrors in individual countries, and those actors in turn refract 
those influences back into the regional arena. \X-' aves of democratization as well 
as countenvaves of authoritarianism are hard ro explain without understanding 
such dynamic effecrs. 

Fourth, this literature has not adequarely theorized the mechanisms by \vhich 
international actors intluence regime outcomes. Inrernational actors may influ
ence sorne regime o u reames directly, but their effects are often rnediated by other 
variables. In Figures 2.r and 7.3, international actors influence domestic actors' 
attitudes roward democracy and dictatorship, their policy preferences, and rheir 
poli rica! resources. These variables in turn shape domes tic actors' decisions about 
which regime coalition to join and how many resources rhose coalirions ha ve. 

International actors can influence regirne outcomes by (1) generating policy 
preferences and attitudes about dictatorship and democracy that disseminate 
across coumry borders; (2) creating demonstration effecrs; (3) swaying dornestic 
actors' decisions ro join one of the competing regime coalirions; (4) providing 
resources to domestic acrors and rhereby influencing the power of the two 
competing regime coalitions; (5) joining one of rhe competing regime coalitions 
(e.g., the Catholic Church) and rhereby swaying the regime outcome; and 
(6) undertaking a milirary invasion that ropples or preserves rhe political regime. 

\X' e also emphasízed that there are limits to the explanarory power of intema
tional variables. lnternational acrors usually exercise their influence indirecrly, 
by affecting domesric acrors' calculus of policy benefits under the competing 
regime coalirions and rheir norrnative preferences about the política! regime. 
They explain change over time berter than change across counrries ar a given 
point in time, and in Larin America they ha ve ínfrequent!y been the main cause 
of a regime change. J\;loreover, ínternational support does little ro enhance the 
qualiry of democracy in contexts where ir is low. The international community 
has devised mechanisms to deal with overt attempts ro impose aurhoritarian rule, 
but it is ill equipped ro deal with more subrle or gradual authoritarian regressions. 

Normative Preferences for Democracy and Dictatorship 

Our emphasis on the central role of actors' normative preference for democracy 
or dictatorship in explaining regime outcomes theoretically resonares with 
works by Berman (r998l, Capoccia (2005); Dahl (1971: 124-88), Levine 
ÍI97J', Li¡phart (I977), Linz (r978a, I978b), and O'Donnell (r986: r;-r8).' 

Fe\\- of rh~~<' schobrs ,ugued rhac atti~ndes toward democracy aifect its odds of survival, bur they 

rmde related points. For example, Dahl r 'r r: 1 ::..¡~881 argued that act1vists' beliefs intluenced 

regime omcomes. H1s discussion oi belid~ im:luded the legJtim-Icy oi polyarchy !pp. Il-9~--to'. 

whicfl corn-.::ides \Nirh our focus on no~mc~::1·e commltlrem ro democracy. Lipsct ir 9 59: 9C · ..:Llirr.ed 
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We added ro thís literature in four \vays. First, we broughr together two bodies 
of literature rhat have been largely dívorced from one another: work that 
emphasizes the irnpact of actors' beliefs on different political outcomes and the 
scholarship on política! regimes. Little of rhe expanding literature on actors' 
beliefs focuses on regime outcomes (Berman 1998 is an exception), and little of 
the work on political regimes emphasizes rhe imporrance of actors' beliefs (Dahl 
19¡1: 124-88, Linz 1978b, and Stepan 1971 are exceptions). 

Second, \Ve rested arguments about the impact of actors' normative prefer
ences on regirne survival or fall in new ways. The coding of 1,460 actors across 
290 presidential administrations in Latín America from 1944 ro 2.010 enabled 
us to undertake a more extensive test of the impact of actors' beliefs on regime 
outcomes than any previous work. The qualirative analysis in Chaprers 5 and 6 
enabled us to look at causal mechanisms intensively. 

Third, we confronted in new ways sorne challenges rhat causal claims abour 
normative preferences must address (see the discussion in Chapter 2). Other 
scholars have devised strategies for assessing the causal impact of beliefs in 
qualitative small-N studies. We add ro this discussion by confronting these 
chailenges for an intermedia te number of countries over a long period of time. 
Our srrategy includes devising careful coding rules ro distinguish berv,reen 
sincere and strategically srated preferences and ro ensure a clear separation 
bet\veen the independent and dependen! variables; undertaking statistical tests 
for reverse causality; looking atreverse causality and examining causal mecha
nisms in the qualitarive case srudies; ensuring that normarive preferences are 
not reducible ro structural or broader cultural variables; and verifying in the 
qualirative case srudies that actors' regime choíces cannot be readily explained 
by their material gains. 

Fourth, we added to the discussion of why actors' normative preferences 
sometirnes change. Actors' preferences are not static (Bowles 1998), but social 
scienrisrs ha ve not often systematically addressed why rhey change. 

We do nor clairn rhat democracy emerges or stabilizes beca use política! actors 
have the "righr values.'' Actors derive procedural utility from political regimes 
(Frey et al. 2004), and they measure rhe performance of incumbent regimes 
against their normarive preferences. If actors are normatively commirred ro 
democracy, they are \villing ro tolerare disappoinring policy ourcomes that 
might tip uncommitted actors ro join the authoritarian coalition. Actors that are 
..:ommitted to democracy :1re less like!y ro understand policy failures as a regime 
failure. Instead, rhey might accept policy failures as a consequence of negative 
legacies inherited from a previous regime, of negative trends in a country's terms 
of trade, of a poor leader \vho can be replaced through the demacra tic process, of 
a difficult time in the world economy, or of policies that are not tightly condi
tioned by the poliric:d regime and therefore might nor change even if the regime 

rha: citizen belicfs rn dcmocratic legitimacy help protcc:: che ~cgime irom the destabdrzlng con

sequence~ of !ow dfectiveness ': 1.<' ., poor perfornu nce .. 
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changed. Given this reasoning, a change of regime would not necessarily produce 
better policy outcomes (Linz 1988; Remmer 1996). A normative preference to 
democracy extends actors' time harizans. 

lt is impassible to understand regime fall and survival in latín America without 
examining changing normative views about democracy and dictatorship. For 
example, the Cuban revolution inspired a generarían of revolutionary srruggle 
in the region based on rhe belief that socialist revolution was desirable and 
possible, with negative consequences for democracy including a powerful coun
terreacrion frorn conservative forces, leading to rnany military coups. Similarly, 
the embracing of liberal democracy as an ideal by actors across the política! 
specrrum in the 198os and the 199os facilitated the establishment and survival 
of competitive regimes in bad economic times. 

Radicalism and Moderation 

Actors' radicalism or moderation is another important determinan! of regime 
ourcomes. Greater radicalism makes ir more difficult to sustain a campetitive 
regime. This argument builds on but refines the insights of Bermeo ( 1990, 1997, 
2003), Figueiredo (1993), Prze\vorski (1991), Sani and Sartori (1983), Santos 
{1986), and Sartori (1976), among others. W'e modify rhis literature by how 
we conceptualize and define rhe continuum from moderation to radicalism. 
\V'hereas Sartori (1976) focused exclusively on ideological distance among 
actors, we define radicalism as policy positions toward the left/right pole in 
combination with urgency ro achieve these positions in the short ro medium 
term where these positions do not represent the status quo or with an intransi
gent defense of these posirions where these positions represent rhe status qua. 
Although we build on Sartori's insights, his formularion overstates the destabi
lizing effects of polarization on competitive regimes when leftist or rightist acrors 
perceive their projects as long term. 

Sartori's formulation also misses the delererious impact of actors that are not 
extreme in ideological terrns, yet \Vhose policy impatience coupled with policy 
preferences toward the left or righr of center makes rhem threatening to other 
actors and contributes to regime breakdown. Chapter 5 discussed two some
whar radical acrors par excellence: Juan Perón in the period from 1946 to 1970 
and Argentina's labor unions from 19 55 through 1976. Although most unions 
were nor ideologically extremist, rhey combined policy preferences to the lefr 
of center (statist, nationalistic, pro-union, etc.) with considerable policy impa
tience, as manifested by facrory takeovers, general strikes, and repeated willing~ 
ness to support milirary coups to achieve policy gains. Similarly, although Perón 
rejected socialism, bis confrontarional discourse and behaYior, his somewhar 
lefr-of-center policies, and his \villingness ro run roughshod m·er the opposition 
in arder ro achieve his policy goals made him a somewhat radical and deeply 
polarizing figure. 
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The analysis of radicalism poses questions for bargaining models of policy 
making and regime change. Convencional representations of impatience assume 
positive payoffs and thus identify a first-mover advantage: impatient actors 
are \Villing ro accept a discounted affer roda y rather than wait un ti! tomorrow 
(Rubinstein 1982.; Sutton 1986). Our hisrorical analysis of radical acrors in 
Latín America identified a very different pattern of behavior rhat calls for a 
different formal serup (Primo 2002). If rhe incumben! regime promises ro deliver 
the player's ideal policy in the future bur demands sorne policy loss or patience 
roday, a radical actor will endure large immediate loses and may prefer to 
gamble on an alrernative regime. In this sense, radical players display a behavior 
inclined toward risk (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). This reverses the first· 
mover advantage, as governmenrs need ro offer additional benefirs in the short 
run to appease radical players, \vho appear ro be disloyal opponents exercising 
blackmail (Linz 1978b; Sartori 1976). 

CAN THE THEORY TRAVEL BEYOND LA TIN A:\1ERICA? 

For reasons outlined in Chaprer 1, we focused on Latín America rather than a 
broader ser of countries. This raises a question: Can the theory travel beyond 
Latín America? We cannot extend the theory empirically to other regions of the 
world here except by way of brief illustration, but two observations are in arder. 

First, our rheory is compatible with severa! extant theoretical traditions 
in democratization studies. For example, iris compatible with Linz's (1978b) 
emphasis on orientations toward the democratic regime (laya\, semi-loyal, and 
disloyal oppositions); with O'Donnell and Schmitter's (1986) and Przeworski's 
(1991) delineation of actors into blocs depending on their orienration roward 
the political regime; and with Berman's (1998) argument that Social Democratic 
parties' programmatic beliefs strongly affected their behavior in interwar 
Sweden and Germany, which in turn affected the survival or breakdown of 
democracy in the 1930s. lt is also compatible with the exrensive lirerature that 
has documented international influences in regime ourcomes. These compatibi
lities suggest rhat our theory can travel beyond Latín America. 

In addition, analyses of many non-Latín American cases of breakdowns of 
competitive regimes, transitions from authoritarian rule ro competitive regimes, 
stabilizations of authoritarian regimes, and democratic stabilizations are full~, 
consistenr with our rheory. \V7e illustrate this point by briefly indú.:ating th~ 
strong compatibility of our rheory \Vith exisring analyses of (1) the breakdown 
of democracy in Spain in 1936; (2) the breakdown of democracy in Germany in 
19 3 3; and ( 3) the stabilization of democracy in Spain after I 97 8. 

\'\'irhout using exacrly the same concepts as we do, many scholars have 
argued that democracies broke do\vn beca use actors had \Veak normarive pref
erences for democracy or had norma ti ve preferences for dictatorship, or beca use 
radicalism made ir impossible for some actors ro be willing ro abide by democ
racy . .\lo5t interpreutions of the breakdown of democracy in Spain in rhc 1 LJ 30s 
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mesh \vith our rheorerical approach. Casanova (2oro) and Linz (1978a: 144, 
1 5 r, r 69) emphasized the negarive impact of international influences, espedally 
rhe rise of fascism in Germany and Iraly, on Spanish democracy. No powerful 
actors had a steadfast normative preference for democracy (Casanova 2010: 
95, III, 116, 122; Linz 1978a: 149, r6o-68, r8o-81; S. Payne 2006: 41-45, 
346-47, 350-54 3

). \"'\1hen chis is the case, especially in a polarized high-stakes 
environment, actors easily turn against democracy. Powerful radical actors from 
the far left to the far right \Vere willing to use violence to pursue political ends 
(Casanova 2oro; Linz 1978a: 145, 153-54, 157-58, 187-94; N1alefakis 1996: 
644-46; S. Payne 2oo6; Prestan 2006: 53-64). They were decisive in the spiral 
of violence, revenge, and hatred that led to the breakdown. Right-wing radica
lism fueled left-wing radicalism, and vice versa. No actors were willing ro make 
significant policy sacrifices in arder to save democracy. By the time Franco 
launched his coup in July 1936, severa! powerful actors on the right hada 
normative preference for dictatorship (Casanova 2010: 124, 137). 

~lany scholars ha ve also analyzed the Gerrnan breakdown of democracy in 
19 33 a long the línes that are fully consistent \Vith our theory. Sorne extreme! y 
radical actors, no actors with salid normative preference for democracy, severa! 
(including the Nazis, the Communisrs, and sorne tradicional right-wing parties) 
with a normative preference for dictatorship, andan inhospitable internacional 
political environment- all in the context of asevere economic crisis -led to the 
breakdown. The German Social Democrats (SPD), the largest party during much 
of the Weimar Republic, embraced sorne radical policy preferences including 
orthodox :Vlarxism (Berman 1998: 77-9 5, 123-31, 1 So-98). They did not ha ve 
a clear normative preference for democracy (Berman 1998: 85-88, 130-31, 
18o-8r). Berman argues that if the SPD had been more flexible, less radical, 
and more oriented toward preserving democracy, ir could have undercut the 
l\~azis' appeal. Chancellor Heinrich Brüning (1930-32) and the Center Party 
were willing ro sacrifice dernocracy in arder ro achieve other policy goals 
(Berman 1998: 187; ~'eitz 2007= 122-23). The Communists and the Nazis had 
very radical policy preferences and a norrnative preference for different kinds 
of totalitarian dictatorship. The rightist German People's Party (Deutsche 
Volkspartei) was somewhat hostile ro democracy, and che German Nacional 
People's Parry (Deutschnationale Volkspartei) combined radical right-wing policy 
preferences wirh a normative preference for authoritarian and monarchical rule 
(Lepsius 1978: 37, 43, 45; ~'eitz 2007= 92-97). The Landuolkbewegung \Vas a 
right-wing peasanr movernem with radical policy preferences and antidemocraric 
normative preferences (lepsius 1978: 53-54). The army and rhe Protestant and 
Carholic churches \Vete hosrile to democracy c~Teirz 200;-': II)-21). 

A third case that has often been analyzed in ways entirely consistent \Vith our 
theory is the stabilization of democra..:y in Spain after 19 7 8 . .\'lany conditions 

Echomg our terminologv, S. P.lYnC '::::::o6: 35"" ·, w~ote d1,1t ·'[mJost n:2jor <1Crors h:~J lumted or no 
corr.mi:mem ro democ:-ac•; " 
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favored demacra tic consolidation in Spain, but this favorable ourcome was bv 
no rneans a foregone conclusion (Agüero 1995: r8-22; Linz and Stepan 1996: 
87-1 r 5). Dernocratic consolidarían was facilitated by strong support from 
the European Union (Linz and Stepan 1996: rr3). De-radicalizarían of che 
Socialist Party (Tussell2005: 285, 327), the Communist Party, the labor move
mem (Fishman 1990b), and the right (Share 1986) also facilitated democratic 
survival. By the time of the transition in 1978, actors \Vith a normative prefer
ence for dictatorship were weak (G. Alexander 2002: 13 8-81 ). Final! y, by 1978, 
rnost actors either already hada normative preference for democracy or quickly 
developed one. This includes rhe right (G. Alexander 2002: 138-81); Prime 
.V!inister Adolfo Súarez (1976-Sr) and h1s party, the Union of the Democratic 
Center (Unión de Centro Democrático, UCD) (Share 1986: 86-153); and labor 
(Fishman 1990b). The fact rhat most powerful actors ha ve hadan unarnbiguous 
normative preference for democracy and the highly supportive internacional 
political environment enabled the democraric coalition to thwart difficult chal
lenges including che Basque terrorist organizarían ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna, 
Basque Homeland and Freedom), a military that had strong golpista facrions 
until 198 r (Agüero 1995 ), anda bruising depression in recenr years. 

ALTERNATIVE THEORIES OF DEMOCRATIZATION 

Throughout this book, especially in Chapters 4 through 6, we ha ve compared 
our theory \Vith alternatives, but \Yithour an extended discussion of che impli
cations of our results for these alternative theories. In this section, we examine 
rhe implications of our analysis and empirical results for modernization theory, 
class theories, work on the irnpact of economic performance on regime fall or 
survival, mass culture theory, \York on the impact of formal institurions on 
regime fall or survival, and work that strongly emphasizes political agency and 
leadership. 

Sorne of our observarions in rhis section focus on inconsistencies bervveen the 
evidence for Latin America and broader research findings. Other arguments hold 
beyond Latín America. For example, our criticisms of class and mass cultural 
rheories of democratization, while initially inspired by the Latín American expe
rience, go beyond ir. 

!vlodernization Theory 

One of the most influential theoretical approaches to srudying dernocracy is 
modernization theory, \vhich was famously formubted by Lipset (1959, 1960: 
27-63) and subsequenrly empirically supported by many other scholars. 4 

:Vlodernization theory claims that more economically developed countries are 

The -;ecood part vf Lipsec's ~!asó:: i 1959 ,unc!e maJe J d1fferem cl:um about the effec:s of regime 
Je3J:!t1:JC\' ~:nJ <"ftic.Jc'; ch:lt JIH\CI;ntcJ 'iC'nle ¡:>o:nr; :n Clllf book 
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more likelv to be demacra tic, and propases causal mechanisms ro explain this 
relationship. '" 

Lipset argued that wealthier countries are more likely ro be democratic for 
severa! reasons. Higher educarían, which ís associated with greater wealth, 
prometes more tolerant worldviews. Greater wealth tends to reduce political 
extremism and ro increase the size of the middle class, which he claimed tended 
ro be more prodemocratic than the poor. In developed countries, the lower strata 
tended to have more reformist political perspectives (lipset 1959: 83), and the 
upper strata tended to ha ve more democratic values (Lipset 1959: 83-84). 

lY1any subsequent authors ha ve demonstrated that higher levels ofdevelopment 
are strongly associated with a greater likelihood of democracy (Bollen 1980, 1983; 
Bollen and Jackman r98;a,r985b; Burkhart and Lewis-Beck 1994; Coppedge 
1997; Dahl 1971: 62.-80; Diamond 1992; Epstein et al. 2oo6; Humington 1984, 
1991: 59-72; Jackman 1973; lipset et al. 1993; Londregan and Poole 1996; 
Przeworski et al. 2000). 5 Recent work has demonstrated that the likelihood of 
democratic breakdowns diminishes and the likelihood of demacra tic transitions 
increases at higher per capita income (Epstein et al. 2006). 

However, the seemingly robust association betv.reen income and democracy 
does not hold for Latin America for the lengthy period from 1945 to 2005 
(Landman 1999; .Maimvaring and Pérez-Líñán 2003; O'Donnell 1973). During 
this period, competitive regimes were as vulnerable to breakdo\\111 ata higher leve! 
of developmem as at lower levels (Tables 4·4 and 4-5!- The leve! of development 
likewise had no impact on the probabiliry of a transition from authoritarianism 
toa competitive regime (Tables 4.2 and 4·3 ). 6 As we discussed in Chapters 5 and 
6, modernization theory does not go very far toward exp!aining regirne outcornes 
in Argentina andEl Salvador. 

Building dernocracy in poor countries is difficult, and yet as the experience of 
poor countries in Latin America shO\vs, the obstacles are not insurmountable. 
We reject Lipset's (1960: 40) argurnenr that a certain leve! of development is 
a requisite for democracy or that "a high leve! of education ... comes clase 
ro being a necessary" condition for democracy. Costa Rica was a relatively 
poor country \vith a relatively low leve! of education at the inauguration of its 
competí ti ve regime in 1949, with a per cap ita GDP of $1,546 in 2000 constant 
dollars, belmv the mean value of $ r ,84 6 for our en tire dataset. Y et this regime 
has now !asted for more rhan six decades, becoming the longest-lasting democracy 
et·er outside countries that toda y are part of the advanced industrial democracies. 

5 .-\cerr.oglu et al. (::.oo8'· argue that using a proper model specificarion, éhe leve! of de\'elopment does 
nor aíiect regime outcomes across al: coumries for whJCh dJ.ta was avatlable. Thev advoc:lte fixed 
eifects models. 

Jn model -1·3·3 with rhe Gini index of incorr.e inequality, a h1gher perca pita GDP seemed, agamst 
com·emion<ll expec~ations, ro lower the probabdit;: of a tL1nsition. However, beca use oi rhe large 
number oi gaps in the data on income mt:qualiry·, the number otobserva!ions iell from 5"'6 :o 2.22. 

Gi\en the comistencv oí the results acrooo many model speciScat:ons with 5:-6 obse~vJ.tions, ir 
seems \er;· likely :h:u the result in mc•del ..J.~.' stcrr:-; fro¡r¡ the reduced numbe~ of ob'ien·2~lf'ns 
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A low perca pita inca medid notpreclude building what has beco me a high-qualiry 
democracy. Competitive regimes have also endured at fairly low levels of 
development in countries such as Ecuador since 1979 and Nicaragua andEl 
Salvador sin ce 1984, or (a non-Latin American example) India from 194 7 until 
Indira Gandhi's declaration of a srate of emergency from 1975 until 1977, and 
then again since 1977. 

\'V' e do not claim that modernization theory is wrong, but the relationship 
bem-een the leve! of development and democracy has been far from determínate 
in Latín America until a high leve! of development makes radicalization unlikely. 
At a high leve! of development, democracy has historically never broken clown 
(Przeworski et al. woo; Epsteín et al. •oo6). It therefore seems that a high leve! 
of development is a sufficient condition to ensure the survival of a competitíve 
political regime. It is possible, as Przeworski (2oo6) suggests, that the reason is 
rhat at high levels of development, few actors are radical, and radical actors are 
isolated. If this argument is correct, rhen rhe core causal mechanism linking high 
income to democracy is de-radicalization. Below that high leve! of wealth, for 
Latín America, the relationship bern·een the leve! of development and democ
racy has been overpowered by the political factors ro which \\·e cal! attention. 

High levels of poverty and glaring inequalities provide grist for radicalism 
and dampen the likelihood of strong normative commitments to democracy. Yet 
as the examples of the southern corre suggest, this effect is far from linear. As 
Lipset (1959: 90-91) himself recognized, poverty and inequaliry do not directly 
produce radicalization and do not automarically suppress normative preferences 
for democracy (see also Dahl 1971: 81-104; Moore 1978; Portes 1971; Powers 
2oor; Weyland 2002). 

Class, lnequality, and Democratization 

The Latin American evidence and broader evidence are largely at odds with class 
theories of democratizarion. These theories see sorne social classes as being 
consistently prodemocratic \vhen democracy is possible and others as consis
tently supporting authoritarian regimes when stable dictatorship is feasible. The 
most prominent class theories include Acemoglu and Robinson (2oo6), Boix 
(2003), ~{oore (1966),.., and Rueschemeyer, Stephens, and Stephens (1992). 

Rueschemeyer et al. (1992) argued that prospects for democracy rest on the 
balance of power among social classes. In their general theoretical statemenrs, 
they claimed that the \vorking class is the agent of democratization par excellence 
(p. 8). Therefore, a srrong working class is favorable to democracy. Conversely, 

:\loo re ( 1966:, argued that a h1storical cualition of J. suong landed aristocracy, a relativelv weak 
bourgeo!Sle, and a modernizmg ~tate produced f::tsC:Sm: rhe cor.1bin:tt:on of ,1 recabtram anstoc
rac;; andan aboulutist sea te tnggered 'ioci:dist revolutions; and the hegemony of che bourgeo1s:e 
over eh<:' arisrocracy, the agncultural bbor force. Jnd :he >tate lc:d to the estJ.b:ishmem of liberal 
democr:~cv. See ). S. \'Jlcnzue:a (:.e:: r · for J .::ompcl~mg ~rmque. 
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they saw the landed elire (pp. 6o-61) and rhe bourgeoisie as usually favorable ro 
the starus quo befare democracy and as resistam ro democratizaoon. 

Acemoglu and Robmson (:z.oo6) and Boi..x (2003) assurne that classes try ro 
maximize income and choose a political regime accordingly. They posit rhat 
democracy will economically benefit rhe poor and redisuibute away from rhe 
rich. They conclude that che poor favor democracy over any nonrevoluoonary 
authoritarian regirne, whereas the wealrhy concede democracy only ro avotd 
revoluoon. The wealthy ha ve more ro lose with democracy in more inegalitarian 
societies. According to Boix, che rich block the ernergence of democracy in 
unequal socienes unless the cose of repression is high, but they accept democracy 
if capital mobihry prevents high taxatioo. 

Alrhough rhey differ in many ways,8 these class theories share four assurnp
tions: (I) classes are the most imporrant political actors; (2) members of social 
classes value political regimes exclusively for econornic reasons; (3) democracies 
redistribute income in favor of the poor; and (4) given this ourcome, the working 
class and the poor are strong supporrers of democratization wrule the bour
geoisie or the rich concede democracy only reluctancly.9 In addition, Acemoglu 
and Robinson (2oo6) and Boix (2003) assurne that (5) high inequaliry reinforces 
restsrance arnong the rich, rnaking the establishment and survival of dernocracy 
uriltkely. 

These assurnpt.ions are nor consistencly realistic, and shorrcornings of class 
theones result. First, classes as Boix and Acemoglu and Robinson conceprualize 
them (i.e., the poor and the rich) do not form cohestve political acrors. Members 
of the same class are divided by religious, nacional, ethnic, and other value 
questions. These divisions make ir difficult ro act cohesively, and nch and poor 
face daunting collecrive action problerns (Olson 1965). Moreover, in che srrug
gles for and against democracy in most countries, political panies, mtlitaries, 
and other nonclass organizations are key actors. This is clear in our analysis 
of Argentina (Chapter 5) and El Salvador (Chapter 6). The hisrory of both 
countries involved important class-related actors. But in both countries, political 
parties, militaries, churches at sorne periods, and guerrillas in others were power
ful actors whose behavior was not reducible ro class intereses. Throughout the 
regton, actors other than classes have been powerful. 

Second, class theories assurne that the only issue that drives polincal conflict 
in all counmes ís income distribution and resource allocation. Classes prefer 

1 Rueschemeyer and colleagues and Moore employclass caregones, and t:hey delve m ro the hisroncal 
development of democracy m dilierenr pam of t:he world. Acemoglu and Robmson (:z.oo6) and 
Bo1x 2003) base thetr analysts on mcome categories , poor, rruddle secror, nch rat:her t:han cbss 
undersrood srrucrurally, and Botx's evtdence 1S largely quanotaove. For Bo1X, t:he relaoonshtp 
bcrween mequalitr and democracy 15 linear: more mequaliry generares a lower probabthry of 
democracy. In conrrasr, Acemoglu and Robinson pom an mvened·U·shape relaoonsh1p; democ· 
ranzaoon is very unltkely ar h1gh or low levels of mequaliry. 

1 Rueschemeyer and colleagues make t:hese assumptions m t:hetr general t:heorerical propomions, bur 
rheir anaJysis of Larm Amem:a clearly breaks from t:he firsr and founh. 
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poliocal regtmes for purely instrumental material reasons - ro advance thetr 
econornic intereses. However, an extensive lirerature has argued orherwise 
(Haggard and Kau&nan :z.on). Agam, ir is difficult ro understand the hiswry 
of political regimes in Argentina (especially) or El Salvador as a batcle exclusive( y 
over material goods. 

As we ha ve argued throughout tltis book, value divides about democracy and 
authoritarianism are not reducible ro econornic issues, and they often strongly 
influence regirne ourcomes (Berman 1998; Dahl 1971: 124-89; OllJer 2009; 
Viola 1982). So do conflices over religion (Casanova 2010; Huntingron 1996; 
Levine 1973; Linz 1991; Pérez-Díaz 1993; Stepan :z.oor; J. S. Valenzuela :z.ooi), 
urban/rural and regional cleavages, nationalism (Linz 1997; Linz and Stepan 
1996: 2.4-33; Stepan 1994, 2.001: 181-2I2; 323-28; Stepan et al. z.oii ), 
and ethnicity (Diamond 1988; Rabushka and Shepsle 1972; Snyder 2ooo). 
Empirical analyses of post-Soviet counrries in the 1990s underscored that 
citizens value democracy independencly of econornic resules (Hofferberr and 
Klingemann 1999; Rose and Mishler 1996). In addition, internacional ideational 
currents - the Zettgeist of an epoch - affect che survtval and fall of polirical 
regimes. For most countries, ir is irnpossible ro understand the survival or fall 
of political regimes by looking exclusively at class conflict relared ro income 
distribution. A range of polJcy issues, not just econorruc dtstribution, affeets 
regirne ourcomes (Haggard and Kaufrnan 2.012). By emphasizing that acrors 
do not join or defect from regime coalitions based exclustvely on the regirne's 
material payoffs, we are better able to understand the survival of comperitive 
regirnes in the third wave desptre dismal economic performance in the 198os, 
1990s, and early :z.ooos. 

Third, these class approaches rest on the questionable assurnprion that 
democracy is consistencly good for the working class's material intereses and 
that noncommunisr authorirarian regirnes are detrimenral ro the income of the 
poor. The empirical evidence however, is mixed, as our book and other works 
show. Huber and Stephens (2.012.) made a compelling argurnent for why com
petitive regimes, by allowing left parties ro organize and gain office, may pro
more redistribunon over rhe long run. They also docurnented that in the shorr 
rWl these effeets are subject ro constraints trnposed by internacional factors 
(Chapters 6-7), and thar Latín Amenca has also experienced an authonrarian 
path ro redtstribution illustrated by Argentina and Brazilm che twenneth century 
(Chapter 4; Segura-Ubtergo :z.oo-: chapter 2). 

Whether we look at changes in real wages or income dtstrtbution, it is far 
from evtdent that Latin American workers have fared better materially under 
competirive regtrnes than under authoritarianism. Real wages fell in most coun
tries after the establishment of competitive regimes in the thtrd wave of dernoc
ratization, mcludmg quite dramattcally m Argentina after re-democratizarion in 
1983 .ln Peru, the real urban mmimurn wage declmed an astonishmg 84 percent 
berween 1980 and 1991. Real urban mirurnurn w3ges fell drasrically after che 
transitions ro democracy in five of the six counrnes for whtch ECLAC reponed 
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data in 1992. ro Conrersely, real wages increased under many authoritarian 
regimes between 1945 and 1980. In the 197os, real income improved at least 
30 percent in all deciles of the Brazilian population under the mil!tary dictator
ship. Real mean income for the poorest decile increased 50 percent from 1970 to 

r98o (Skidmore r988: 287). 
For Latín America, the average currently existing competitive regime has not 

promoted income distribution in favor of the poor. For the sevemeen countries 
for which data are available (all but Cuba, Haití, and Nicaragua rr ), mostly from 
the W'orld Bank inequality dataset, from the year of a transition toa competitive 
regime until 2oro/::. incorne distribution improved on average by a trivial 
1.2 points (from 52.0 to so.S) on the 100-point Gini index (\veighting every 
coumry equally). Conversely, sorne populist and nationalist left-of-center (but 
not revolurionary) authoritarian regimes ha ve redistributed income to the poor
a possibility that these works often neglect. r3 

The evidence beyond this book about the impact of regime type on income 
distribution and social policy is mixed. Huber and Stephens's (2012) analysis 
of eighteen Latín American countries berween I 970 and 2007 suggests that a 
longer history of democracy may lead to greater investments in social programs 
and toa reduction in income inequality o ver time (chapter 5 ). On the other hand, 
~lulligan et al. (2004) show that on average, democracies do not spend more 
than dictatorships on social programs, that they tax less than dictatorships, and 
that they promote less income redistribution than dictarorships (p. 6o). Bollen 
and Jackman ( I 98 5 b) also showed that democracies are not more redistributive 
than dictatorships. Nelson (2007) reports converging findings abour rhe impact 
of democracy on health and education. Democracies do not ha ve demonstrably 
better results than dictatorships do in these social domains. Burkhart (1997) 
shows that democracies improve income distribution only ata fairly low leve! of 
democracy. 

The fourth shortcorning of these class theories is that the empírica! evidence 
ro substantiate their claims about the relarionship between class position and 
support for democracy is thin. Boix and Acemoglu and Robinson presenr little 
evidence ro support the claim that the poor actually prefer democracy and ha ve 
fought for it on a consistent basis. Rueschemeyer et al. (1992: 8) note that the 

ro ECLAC 1992.. tabies 6 and -. pp. H-4_)- ECLAC also reported datJ for urban real mínimum 
wages for Río de Janeiro and Siio Paulo, but did nor g¡ve an average figure for Brazil. ECLAC 

1995:131-34, anJ E CLAC 1994: 12.7-2.8, alsorepon figures for urban mínimum wages.ln most 
third-wave derr..ocracies, urban mínimum wages iell after the rransitions to competitJve reg!mes. 

" For ]'.;icaugua, there are no data poims clase :o 1984, the ye::tr of the transirion to semi-democracy. 
For Cuba and Ha ir:, rhere are none whatsoever. 

r~ For Colomb1a, Costa Rica, and Venezuela, no data 1vere available for the tr:J.nsition :·ears ': 19 58, 

1949, and 1959. respectively). 'V./e u sed the e::trliest a1·aibble d:na points: 19-o. 196r, and 1962, 
respewvely. 

Along simdar lmc:~. Albertus (2.0ll sl:owd th.H in Lnin Amcrica, authoúc.::an reg:Jmes hJ.re 
underraken moce ,1grari.:tn reforrr_ thJn demo.:ra~•es h,11·e. 

1 
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Latín American cases do not fully conform to rheir general theory. R. Collier 
( 1999: 3 3-76) argues that their theory does not work for manv Latin American 
and Western European cases beca use elites and middle secro;s rather than the 
working class \vere primarily responsible for establishing dernocracy. 

The relatíonship between class and supporr for democracy is more mediated 
and less linear than class theories suggest. The hístorical evidence about which 
classes were more likely than others to support democratization is more mixed 
than class theorists claim (R. Collier 1999; Levirsky and f...lainwaring 2oo6; 
J. S. Valenzuela 2001). In many cases, sorne sectors of the elite were at the 
forefront of democratization even in the absence of a credible revolutionary 
rhreat, and in sorne cases, the poor actively preferred a nonrevolutionary autho
ritarian regime to democracy. 

Until recent decades, organized labor in most Latín American countries did 
not consistently support democratic regimes. As an illustration, in Argentina 
(Chapter 5), organized labor supported Peronism from 1945 on, not\vithstand
ing its frequently authoritarian character. In 1962 and 1966, labor supported 
military coups against cornpetitively elected governments. In Latin America, 
populist leaders with radical policy preferences and authoritarian proclivities 
often captured organized labor's support beca use of their promises or delivery 
of benefits for workers and their symbolic appeals ro the poor (Germani 1974: 
r69-92, Lipset 1960: 87-126; Ostiguy 2009). 

Rather than understanding democratization in terms of consistent democratic 
or authoritarian proclivities of class actors (Rueschemeyer et al. 1992) or of 
consistent first choice preferences that shift only if the first choice regirne is 
not feasible (Boix 2003), we see classes as being conditional authoritarians 
and conditional democrats (Bellin 2ooo). As the Argentine case discussed in 
Chapter 5 showed - and our coding of actors in other coumries confirmed -
under sorne circumsrances, organized labor will support authoritarian leaders, 
movements, parties, and regimes even if democracy is feasible. Whether labor 
supports democracy depends on (1) its normarive preferences regarding the 
politícal regime and (2) whether ir believes authoritarian or democratic leaders 
and parties berter serve labor's policy goals. The fact that the working class does 
not consistendy support democracy helps explain why the size of the working 
dass had no impact on reducing the probability of democratic breakdm.vns in 
our quantitative analysis in Chapter 4 (Tables 4·4 and Tables 4-5). 14 

Voting patterns and public opinion surveys also show a mixed rebtionship 
between class posirion and support for democracy. For example, in lvlexico, 
during the democratization process from 1988 to 1997, the poor and least 
educated solidly supported the PRI (the ruling authoritarian party). The middle 
and upper classes and the rnost educated \vere more likely than rhe poor to 
support the largest democratic opposition party, the PAN (Domínguez and 

'~ A la.rgt: workmg .:-lo.~~ Wc1S bvorab~e to Jt'mouanc cransit1ons :n the regress10ns in T able 4·4 but JI 
r:10st weJló- Üvoub:e to r~ansinons mldble J._:: 
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¡\{c(ann 1996: 99-roo, 20J-04i Klesner 2004: IOJ-07, r r2, r r6; 1\rlagaloni 
1999: 228-3r; 2oo6: I22-5c; ?vlagaloni and ;.;Ioreno 2003: 268-69). 

An analysis thar sees the poor as the bearers of democracy and the rich as its 
opponents must also confront the fact that in public opinion surveys, respond
ents wirh lower income usually evince less democratic attitudes than those with 
higher income. In eleven of the ninereen Latín American counrries included 
in rhe 2008 AmericasBarorneter, r 5 wealthier respondenrs displayed stronger 
pro-democracy acritudes (at p < .05) than poor respondents in response to the 
starement "Democracy has problems, but it is better than any other forrn of 
governrnent." ¡ 6 Interestingly, in light of the 2009 coup, Honduras was the only 
country in which higher-income respondents gave less democraric answers. 
In the remaining seven countries, income did not ha ve a statistically significant 
effect on responses to this question. The 2010 AmericasBarometer surveys 
confirmed this finding. The correlation benveen household income and support 
for democracy was positive and significant (p < .o 5) in fifteen of rhe nineteen 
countries, positive but insignificam in two cases (Brazil and };icaragua), and 
negative but insignificant in only tV·lü coumries (Bolivia and Honduras). The 
results of the bivariate correlations do not prove that poor citizens are generally 
less supportíve of democracy, but they cal! into question a fundamental assump
tion of class theories of democratizarion. 17 

Fifth, most of the empírica! evidence does not supporr rhe core claim that 
inequalities have a powerful impact on regime survival and change. Teorell 
(2010: chapter 3) finds no impact of inequality on democracy. According to 

Muller (1988: 6r), the leve! of inequality had no impact on the probability of 
a democratic transition, although high inequalities made democracies more 
vulnerable to breakdown (pp. 6r-6;). Burkhart (I9971 found that high inequa
lity lo\vered the leve! of democracy (a differenr dependent variable than we use 
in this book), but the effect was modest. 

The evidence in this book is consistent with these broader findings. For Latín 
America, income inequaliry had no statistically significam impacr on the survival 
or fall of democracies or dictatorships (see Tables 4·3 and 4·5 ). According to sorne 
dass theories, rhe deterioration of the airead y skewed income distriburions during 
the 198os and 1990s should have made competitive regimes more vulnerable 
and \Vealthy elites more resistant ro democratization. In fact, competitive regimes 

'-' The AmericJsBJ.roneter is conducred by the latín Ame~ican Public Opimon Project 1.LAPOP) at 

Vanderbi!t University. Al! countries in our sample, with the except10n of Cuba, were covered by 
the 2.:JC8 and 2010 \Va ves of the p~oject. 

'
6 Responses !O the stJ.tement are cap tu red by a seven-point scJ!e, rangmg from "Disagrees a lot"' to 

·'.-\grees a lo t." 'X' e ran a bivariate O lS regression for ea.:h country using this ítem as the dependent 

variJ.Jle. The income variable is ca:~br~lted for loca] currencv and .:oded using an eleven-poinr scale 
m ;:¡lJ countries. 

In a study of mass J. ni tu des m e1ghr larin Amencan countries, Boorh and Sei1gson , 2.C09 i íounJ 

rhat hou~ehold wealth is uncorrebted ~ovith suppon for dHe pnnCJples of democrJcy or demands 
ior democncv. m <;t,HI>t~cJl modc!-; :h.1t .1 1q1 wnt::>l ic; ~dc~>.:~nion,J! le·:els ·ul,:es ..¡.; .1nd. - . .::' 
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became far less susceptible to breakdown during the third wave. Even in the 
absence of a revolutionary threat, wealrhy elites were critica! actors in supporring 
democrarization in many countries, including Chile in the nineteenth and early 
t\ventieth centuries (J. S. Valenzuela r 98 5, 2oor ), Brazil in the 1 970s and 1 98os 
(Cardoso 1986; L. Payne '9941, El Salvador in the late 198os and early 1990S 
(]ohnson 1993; W'ood 2oooa, 2ooob; Chapter 6 in this book), and Nlexico in 
the 198os and 1990s. Bad incorne distríbution did not prevent a large number 
of rransitions ro competitive regirnes from occurring, and the further exacerbarían 
of glaring inequalities did not lead ro the breakdowns of competitive regimes 

after 1978. 
Boix's (2003) own results pro vide weak support for the idea that better income 

equaliry increases the likelihood of transitions ro democracy and decreases the 
likelihood of demacra tic breakdowns. In only one of four models for all countries 
(Model3Al in his book did income distribution affect the likelihood of transitions 
to democracy at p < . ro (Boix 2003: 79-81). lncome inequaliry hada significan! 
impact on democratic breakdowns in rhree of the four models for all countries, 
but in one of the three (1\lodel 1A), contrary ro the theory, inequaliry facilitares 
democratic survival. Additional interactions of income inequality with other 
variables in the model do not provide unequivocal support for Boix's rheory. 

Boix qualifies his argument by asserting that high capital mobiliry (or high 
asset specificiry) makes it easier for the rich to invest outside their country, and 
hence lowers rhe probabiliry of major redistríbutive efforts. He argues that 
in contexts of high capital mobiliry, governments are forced to keep taxes low; 
otherwise, capital flight \vil! result (pp. 12, 19, 25, 39). Beca use taxes are low, 
elite resistance to democracy will diminish. 

In Latín America, however, increasing capital mobiliry after 1985 coincided 
with notable increases in tax collection in most countries. According toE CLAC 
data, bernreen 1990 (the earliest data point) and 2010, total central government 
tax revenue increased substantially (at least 5 percent of GDP) in nine Latín 
American countries (Nicaragua, +14 percent; Bolivia, Ecuador, and Argentina, 
+IO percent; Colombia, +7 percent; Brazil and the Dominican Repubtic, +6 
percent; Paraguay and El Salvador, +s percent) under competitive regimes. 
In most other countries, rax revenue increased somewhat. Only in Venezuela 
(-7 percent) did central government tax revenue decrease at least 5 percent of 
GDP during this period of increasing capital mobiliry. rs Therefore, for Latin 
America greater capital mobiliry did not reduce the capacity of democratic 
governments to collect taxes. A cros':l-regional comparison betv·leen Western 
Europe and Latín Arnerica furrher underscores the problema tic nature of this 
argument. Both capital mobiliry· and tax co!lection are higher in \V-estero Europe 
than Latín America. Circa 2003, the average total tax revenue for fifteen EC 
counrries was 4 I percent of GDP, while according to 2005 estima tes, nine Latín 
American countries had central government rax revenue of less than 15 percenr 

T.\' ECLAC'' cb L1 ('ll ..:~:'ltrJ.l g~J\T~DJ:tent :ax ~·e\ ·~n ClC .:~e n'l!me el~ hn!"':i'w"'.\"\\' .ecb..: .org:le;;t.Jdi5t:ClS/ 
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of GDP (ECL\C 2008). ~o Latín American democracy approached the leve! of 
the average EU country. 

The impact of inequalities on democratic regime stabíliry depends on what is 
going on in different countries at different times (Frey et al. 2004: 389~90). 19 

In the 199os, in times of deep economic crisis, poor people accepted the exacer
barían of inequalities in arder to achieve macroeconomic stability (Powers 2001; 
Stokes 2001; Weyland 2002). 

We believe that our theory better interprets the survival and fall of democ
racies and dicratorships in and beyond Latín America than class theories. The 
main differences are as foUows: ( I) we view organizations, not el as ses, as the 
most important actors ~ sorne but not al! organizations primarily defend class 
interests; (2) we assume that actors are interested in a broader range of policy 
outcomes than just material and distributive issues; conflicts over religion, 
ethnicity, and nationality, among others, influence regime outcomes; (3) we 
believe that many actors ha ve normative preferences about the political regime 
in addition to policy preferences; (4) we situate our theory in an international 
context more rhan most class theories; and ( 5) we see the relationship bet\veen 
class and regime preference as highly conditional. 

Economic Performance 

Sorne aurhors ha ve shown that democratic and authoritarian regimes are more 
likely to survive if their economic performance is better. Most of rhis !iterarme is 
empírica! and does not invoke strong theoretical claims about the relationship 
bet\veen economic performance and regime stabiliry. \V' e do not dispute the 
empírica! assertions made by these authors. Among well-known works that peg 
democratic stability to economic performance are Gasiorowski ( 199 5 l: Haggard 
and Kaufman (1995) and Lipset (1960' 64-70).'0 

The general theoretical proposition that government performance affects 
regime stability in developing countries is sensible. Consistent with this lirera
ture, we expected the regime's economic performance ro affect actors' adhesion 
ro the incumbent regime ~ but \Ve expected this irnpact ro be modest, especially in 
competitive regimes. 

By the logic of our rheory, peor economic performance creares a threat to the 
sur\'Íval of democracy on!y if (1) sorne actors conclude that authoritarianism 
offers net policy advantages to them ~ that is, they believe they would be better 

' 9 .\loore 1.:9:---8: 411 comments thJ.t in popubr perception, "a high degree oi inequality mJ.y not only 
be acceptable but even regarded as very desirable, as long as in :he end lt somehow contributes to 

Lhe social good as perceived and defined m that sociery .. , 

oo L:pser argued that reg1mes needed a com~inanon of good pe~fornunce and !egitimac1·. A resen-oir 
of legitimacy can enable a democrac~: to rema~n stabie J~~pite poor performance. Thus, h1s was 
nota Sl:npltstic performJ.nce-based argumem. See ah,o Linz · 19~Sb: r6-231 on the reiat~onship 
between leg:it:macv and performance. 

-, 
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off under an authoritarían regime; (2) rhis net policy adv:tntage is not offset by 
a normative commitment to democracy; and ( 3) the authoritarian coalírion is 
powerfu! enough to consider overthrowing a democratic regime. Acrors' deci
sions about wherher to work to overthrow a competitive regime hinge on all of 
their policy preferences and their normative preferences about the polirical 
regime, as \vell as a srrategic calculation abour the odds of successfully subvert
ing the regime. Demacra tic regimes can win support on bases other than regime 
performance (Linz 1988; Remmer 1996). Cirizens do not necessari!y attribute 
performance failures ro rhe regime; they normally blame particular administra
tions or parries in office. 

Consisten! with our expectation, the most demacra tic period in the history of 
Latín America (since the mid-198os), and the period wirh by far the highest-ever 
rate of survival of competitive regimes (since r978), coincided wirh a prolonged 
period ofdismal economic and social performance in mosr countries (1982-2002). 
The logic of our theory correctly predicts that actors' normative preferences 
for democracy, low radicalism, and strong regional support for democraq 
could protect competitive regimes in times of bad performance. Bad performance 
had adverse effects on democracy, but ir has rarely led to regime breakdown in 
the post-1977 period.2.I For a generarían) regime survival has not depended on 
economic performance, suggesting that the impact of bad economic performance 
on política! regimes is mediated by cítizen expe\.lations, which vary over time; by 
the way poliricalleaders do or do not politicize bad economic performance; and 
by acrors' norma ti ve commitment ro democracy. 

In Larin America, the rate of economic gro\vth had little or no impact on the 
survival of comperitíve (T able 4.4) or aurhoritarian regimes (Table 4-2). Inflation 
also had no impact on regime change (Tables 4·3 and 4·5). Competitive regimes 
ha ve been vastly less vulnerable to breakdov.m since 1978 compared to I94 5~77, 
even though the median regime's econornic performance fell frorn salid in the 
earlier period ro poor. The average perca pita GDP growth rate of competitive 
regí mes was 1.9 percent for the 194 5~77 period and a rneager r. r percenr for the 
1978~2005 period, and the mean inflarían rate jurnped from 19 percent in the 
earlier period ro 257 percent in the la ter years. Yet the breakdown rate of rhese 
regimes was more rhan ten times greater (9.3 percent in rhe earlier period versus 
o.8 percent in rhe post-1977 period). 

The Latín American experience sin ce 197 8 shows thar the impact of econornic 
performance on regime survival is mediated by actors' underst:mding of what 
is possible in a given moment (i.e., their vie\v of constraints and opportunities) 
and can be overcome by their normative attitudes abour political regimes. 
Democracy in Latín America \Vould be in better shape in many countries if 

There ha ve been only s:x hreakdowns sm..-::e r9:-S: BohriJ.ln r98::::; Peru in 199:2.; H:liti in 1_991 anJ 
r9<19; and Hondura~ and \'enezueb in :<.::J0_9. Be,:ause the Haitian regime oi 199 r :asred oniy a few 

momhs Oefore giving WJ.Y to .1 ,:ou;¡ befo re the end oí the year. o u:- regime cbssihcation reglster' 
onlv rhe otha r1ve bre;rkJuwm. 
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economic performance had been better during rhe third wave. Kevertheless, 
comperirive regimes survived despite economic and social disappointments, a 
deterioration of public securiry, and rampant corruption in many countries. 
Although poor economic performance has weakened many competitive regimes, 
ir has doomed few. Poor governing performance has bred citizen disaffection 
and paved rhe way ro populist politicians with dubious democratic credenrials, 
but ir has rarely caused regime breakdowns during the rhird wave. 

At sorne historical junctures, because of ideological currents, sorne actors 
might conclude rhat an authoritarian regime is more likely to be efficient and 
therefore more effective at fostering grmvth. This was the case in Argentina 
in 1965-66 (Chapter 5), when many actots concluded that democracy was 
inefficient and suboptimal despite the lllia government's respectable record in 
economic growth. Hmvever, even if government performance is deficient, 
actors might doubt that an authoritarian regime would be better for them. 
In rhe aftermath of bad economic performance and the accumulation of huge 
foreign debts under aurhoritarian regimes in the 1970s and early 198os, 
citizens in most Latín American countries gave competitive regimes great lee\vay 
in managing the economy until the late 19905 (Powers 2001; Stokes 2oor; 
Weyland 2002). 

In many countries, citizens and elites had little reason to believe that a new 
round of authoritarianism \vould ease their economic rroubles. The new com
petitive regimes inherited challenging and in severa! cases ruinous economic 
legacies. The dismal economic performance of these antecedem authoritarian 
regimes helps explain the disappearance of acrors that ha ve a normative prefer
ence for dictarorship and the high tolerance for poor economic performance 
under competitive regimes in most of Latín America from 1982 to 2002 (Powers 
2001; Remmer 1996; W'eyland 2002). 

Assuming that sorne actors anticipare a net policy advantage under sorne form 
of authoritarian rule, policy preferences may still be offset by a normative 
commitment to democracy (Frey et al. 2004). Even where pasr achievements 
ha ve not built a cushion to buffer democracies from poor performance, good 
economic performance might not be necessary for regime stability at sorne 
historical moments. Actors' policy expectations and their normative preferences 
about the regime mediare the relationship berween government performance 
and regime stability. Actors rhat are committed to democracy ha ve a reservoir of 
goodwill tmvard competitive regimes; rhey do not readily jurnp ship to further 
their policy goals. 

Finally, even if sorne actors anticípate net gains from authoritarianism and 
bck a strong normative preference for competitive politics, the authoritarian 
coalition must be powerful enough to overrhrO\v a demacra tic regime. In con
texts where international actors might impose sancrions against coup leaders, 
only actors unusually concerned wirh economic growth are likely ro believe 
rhat the growth advantage they presume an authorirarian regime \vould offer 
is sufficient ro offset the risk of sGpporring a coup. 
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We do not claim that Latín American democracies have been permanenrlv 
inoculated against instabiliry resulring from bad performance. Citizen toleranc.e 
for poor economic performance under competitive regimes appears ro have 
dropped some\vhat in many countries in the late 1990s. At that time, a new period 
of prolonged sragnation (1998-2002) in the regían as a whole and of increased 
poverty in many countries fueled growing disgruntlement in .A..rgentina, Bolivia, 
Ecuador, and Venezuela. The theoreticallesson is that citizen and elite sensitiviry 
to poor economic performance varies widely across rime and space (Kapstein and 

Converse 2008). 

Mass Political Culture and Democratization 

Political culture studies based on individual attitudes see democracy as emanat
ing from demacra tic values among the citizenry; where citizens ha ve democratic 
values, democracy flourishes (Almond and Yerba 1963; Inglehart 1990; 1997: 
r6o-2.15; Inglehart and Welzel2oos). We agree that mass support for democ
racy is a powerful resource for democratic actors. But our work diverges from 
political culture approaches based on mass surveys in severa! ways. First, we 
emphasize the role of leaders and organizations, not of ordinary citizens, in 
derermining regirne outcomes The beliefs of leaders and organizations usually 
ha ve more weight than citizen views in determining regime outcomes (Berrnan 

1998; Bermeo 2003; Dahl 1971: 12.4-88; Linz 1978b). 
Second, whereas our rheory calls for analyzing specific actors and coalitions 

that trigger regime change or srabilize the incumbent regime, mass political 
culture approaches usually do not establish convincing mechanisms by which 
mass attitudes determine regime outcomes. They usually lack a sense of agency
rhat is, of specific acrors or mechanisms through which mass beliefs about 
polirics affect regime change. Inglehart and W elzel (200 5) discuss this issue in 
greater detail than rnost work on mass political culmre. They argue thar political 
regimes confront pressures for change when mass values are incongruent with 
the regime (pp. 158, 174, 186-9r).The variable "demand for freedom" is at the 
core of their theory thar mass values are the most imporrant long-term determi
nant of democracy. Hmvever, based on how the variable is constructed, iris 
difficulr to see why it represents citizen demands for democracy. lt is based on a 
factor analysis that combines five items: postmaterialism, personal happiness, 
rolerance of homosexualir:r, \villingness ro sign a petition, and interpersonal 
trust. 1\one of these five survey items constitutes a dernand for democracy, and 
iris not clear how any of them facilitares a transition ro democracy.z.:!. 

By contrast, .'vlJ.ttes J.nd Branon ·: ;:.oo-) rr.e<Jsured demand for democr:tcy usmg a battery oi indicJtors 

rhar capture wherher respondcnts rejcct one-oan rule, re]eC:: mihtJ.ry rule, reje::t one"pany rule, and 
preier democracy J.bovc mher forms oi governmem. Booth and Seligson :,::.co9! meJ.sured demand for 

democracy using a dKhoromous :ndicJ.torth,u captured :f :cs:;ordents preíe:red :..n ele::ted leader to J. 

stroflg but une!ected leJ.dL'f ChJprer -l. 
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Booth and Seligson (2009: chapter 8) theorized a more specific causal mech
anism that is consistentwith our approach, arguing that elites with a low commit
ment to democracy find it easier to currail civilliberties and political rights when 
large segments of the population simu!raneously present low levels of support 
for democratic principies, national política! institutions, and regime perform
ance. However, their comparison of those "triply dissatisfied" citizens against 
satisfied citizens showed only modest differences in terms of support for con
frontational politics, military coups, and unelected governments (Figure 8.3). The 
evidence supports their arguments but does not sustain more sweeping claims 
about the impact of mass política! culture on política! regimes. 

In contrast to theories that claím that mass política! culture determines regime 
outcomes through sorne difficult-to-specify mechanisms, we begin with concrete, 
identifiable historical actors. Citizen opinion affects these actors, but the rela
tionship between citizen opinion and actors' behavior is very far from linear 

(Berrneo 2003 ). 

Third, mass política! culture approaches generally do not attempt to explain 
regime change, which is one of our primary concerns. They can attempt to explain 
regime stability on the basis of parrems of association between mass attitudes 
and regime type, for example, that authoritarian mass attitudes are conducive to 
authoritarian regimes. But beca use mass attitudes are putatively relatively stable 
over the medium tenn, they are less successful at explaining dramatic change. 

Inglehart and w· elzel ( 200 5) assert that self-expression ( which is exactly the same 
variable as "demand for freedom") values explain política] regímes. However, their 
own data indicate rhat their cultural explanation of regirnes based on self
expression values works only rnodestly for the 199 s-2oo2 period and not well 
for the 1978-89 period. They report rnodest country-level correlations, ranging 
frorn about .32 to about .39, between self-expression values measured benveen 
1990 and 199 5 and levels of dernocracy (rneasured by Freedorn House scores) from 
1995 to 2002 (figure 8.3, p. r84). E ven more problematic for their argument, the 
correlation between self-expression values (again measured benveen 1990 and 
1995) and the leve! of democracy frorn 1978 to r989 is consistently low, ranging 
from about .01 to about. 16. Beca use they claim there is very high stabilit)' over time 
in self-expression values, rhe correlation benveen these values from 1978 to 1989 
and democracy in those years must also be low. At best, their theory is valid to a 
very modest extent for the 199 5-2002 period and generally not valid for a longer 

time period (r978-89i· 
Fourth, mass política! culture approaches usually disregard the problern of 

reverse causality - that is, the possibiliry that a dernocratic política! regime 
fosters a democratic political culture (Barry 1978: 47-74; ~uller and Seligson 
I994; Seligson 2002.1. For insrance, Booth and Seligson 12oo9) shmved that 
respondents in countries \Vith a longer history of democracy tend to express 
stronger suppon for democratic principies (chapter 41. Inglehart ar.d \'\-'elzel 
(2cos: r:6-209) explicitly addressed reverse causaliry, claiming that a demo
craric poli rica] culture -:a'.Jses democncy and nor vice Yersa. They correctly no red 
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that "[i]f self-expression values cause democracy, they must be in place befo re 
democracy" (lnglehart and \X/elzel 2cos: 1781. Their statistical work thus 
implicitly assumes that all democracies in their sarnple transitioned to democ
racy after their measurement of self-expression values (i.e., 1990 or I99 5, 
depending on the country), but this is not the case. Twenty-three of the sixry
one countries in their sarnple were democracies for generations befare their 
measurement of the independent variable. ¡ 3 ¿,..1oreover, the history of democra
tization in these countries raises serious doubts about an argurnenr that invokes 
self-expression values as the cause of democracy. Inglehart's (1990, 1997) own 
work indicares that self-expression values emerged in recent decades, which 
means that they cannot explain the ernergence of democracy in many countries 

before then. 
Many other countries in their sample (e.g., Argentina, Brazil, the Dominican 

Republic, Greece, Portugal, the Philippines, South Korea, Spain, Turkey, 
Uruguay) transitioned to dernocracy befare their measurernent of self-expression 
values. !vlost of the countries that underwent transitions to cornpetitive regimes 
at rhe time that fits their argurnent (bet\veen 1989 and 1996- see lnglehart and 
Welzel 2005: 176-8o) were in the Soviet bloc. In this region, international 
influences, in particular Gorbachev's willingness to accept growing autonomy 
of countries dominated by the Soviet Union, followed by dernonstration effects 
that spread across the region and la ter by the dissolution of the Soviet Union, 
\vere hugely importan! (Brown 2ooo; Kuran 1991; Lohrnann 1994). 

Finally, the empírica! predictions of mass polirical culture approaches are not 
demonstrably fruitful for explaining regime patterns in Latín America. There is 
no convincing empírica] basis for clairning that a change in mass attitudes was 
primarily responsible for transitions to competitive regirnes after 1977 or for 
dernocratic srabiliry in the third wave. In conternporary Latín Arnerica, mass 
attítudes are far frorn unequivocally supportive of democracy. In the 2011 
Latinobarómetro, for eighteen Latín American countries (all but Haití and 
Cubal, only 58 percent of respondents agreed that "Democracy is better than 
any other forrn of government." Seventeen percent agreed that "Under sorne 
circumstances, an authoritarian government can be preferable toa democracy," 
and r 8 percent agreed that "For people like us, it does not rnatter whether the 
regime is democratic." Another 7 percent did not know or did not respond."'4 

This distribution of responses does not support the hypothesis that democratic 
mass values explain stable dernocracy. Conversely, the available empirical evi~ 
dence does not support the idea that mass attitudes caused earlier breakdowns 

(Berrneo 2003). 
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Democracies and Dictatorships in Latin America 

In short, mass political culture (or public opinion) influences whether democ
racies and dictatorships survive or fall. But the empírica! evidence does not 
support strong causal claims about the impact of public opinion on the survival 

and fall of political regimes (Bermeo 2003). 
Mass política\ culture could determine regime rypes if elites were "sampled" 

from the larger populatíon or if, in arder to mobilize followers as a política! 
resource, elites needed to embrace the policy and normative regime preferences 
of mass publics. These two statements are partially true, but elites do not 
faithfully reflect mass preferences, for r.vo reasons. Given their location in the 
social structure, elites usually differ from the larger population in terms of 
preferences (Dalton 1985; lversen 1994). E ven when elites claim to represen! 
mass publics, there are serious monitoring problems (Przeworski et al. I999). 
Elites ha ve significan! autonomy and preferences of their own, and elections do 
not suffice to induce them to mirror mass preferences. Elites frame the menu of 
feasible policy and regime options for their followers, and in this way they also 
shape mass preferences (Chhibber and Torcal 1997; Przeworski and Sprague 
1986; Sartori 1969; Torcal and Ylaimvaring 2003). 

We expect a correlation benveen elite and mass attitudes at the nationallevel, 
but this correlation might be modest, and the causal direction of the association 
is not obvious. Beca use elites play a critica! role in all episodes of regime change 
while mass publics play an important role only in sorne episodes (mass actors 
are mostly absent from processes based on elite pacts or imposition), it is safer to 
assume that the main explanatory variable behind regime outcomes is the elites' 
normative and policy preferences rather than mass attitudes per se. 

Agency and Democratization 

Sorne social scientists ha ve underscored the role of elite values and strategies 
in regime breakdowns and transitions, emphasizing the importance of leaders' 
decisions (Capoccia 2005; Di Palma 1990, Linz 1978b, O'Donnell and Schmitter 
1986, Stepan 1978). Following these scholars, we acknowledge the importance 
of leaders' decisions, perhaps especially in moments of regime crisis. W'hereas 
srrucrural and cultural theories such as lnglehart's focus on causally more distant 
explanations, these works that focus on agency highlight more causally prox

imate explanations. 
Our theory, which is situated in the causal chain benveen structural approaches 

and agency explanations, is compatible vvith an emphasis on leaders and agency. 
\X1e almost always consider the president an actor, which is consistent with an 
emphasis on individualleadership. The core of our rheory, however, emphasizes 
po\itical factors that, although amenable to being influenced by agency, are not 
primarily a result of individualleaders' decisions. In the short term, the polirical 
\·ariables that vve highlight are key parts of the landscape that poliricalleaders 
coniront. In this respecr, our che()ry i.;; nor primarily about Jgency eH poliric~1l 

l 
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leadership. Organizations and movements more than individual leaders are at 
the core of our theory and empírica! analysis. 

For example, after the United States began to emphasize democracv in its 
Latín American policy and after the OAS institutionalized a system of sa~ctions 
to support competitive regimes and reduce the incentives for coups in 1991, 
open coups in the western hemisphere ha ve been a rare exception. E ven rela
tively inept leaders of competitive regimes have rarely fallen to coups. The 
developrnent of international mechanisms to sanction overt coups has had 
greater weight in determining bread regime outcomes than the qualiry of poli
ticalleadership. This is a comrast to what occurred in the past, when presidents 
who exercised poor decisions could trigger a coup (Stepan 1978). In rhe current 
Ínter-American system, the effect of poor presidential leadership on regirne 
survival is circumscribed by norms about the desirability of democracy and 

sanctions. 

Formal Institucional Rules and Democratic Stability 

Our theory also differs from those that focus on the impact of formal political 
institutions on regime contínuity and change. Linz (1994) famously argued that 
presidential systems are more vulnerable to breakdown than parliamentary 
sysrems. However, other scholars have questioned this argument (Cheibub 
2007; Shugart and Carey 1992). Presidentia!ism might help explain democratic 
breakdmvns befare the third wave, but during the third wave, the breakdown 
rate of competitive regimes has been. very low \vith presidential systems still in 
place throughout Latin Arnerica. Presidentialism does not help explain variance 
across the r.venry countries of Latín America or o ver time in the regían beca use 

presidential systems ha ve been a constant. 
In another \Vell-knmvn argument based on formal institutional rules, Shugart 

and Carey (1992) theorized that systems with strong constitutional powers 
for the president mighr be more vulnerable to breakdown than those with 
more balance betvveen the executive and !egislature. In a converging argument, 
Fish (2oo6) argued that strong legislatures are good for democracy. Although 
these arguments about the impact of formal institutions are intuitively sensible1 

and although Fish's claim has salid empírica! support for a broad sample of 
countries, this hypothesis does not hold up for Latin America. On this point, 
our skepticísm is grounded in empirical observations rather than theoretical 
conviction. In Latín America, the constitutional powers of presidents acrually 
expanded during the third wave of democratization (Negretto 2009 ). As a result, 
in the models presented in Chapter 4, greclter presidential powers enhanced 

demacra tic survival. 
Although formal rules shape actors' incentives and behavior, their impact on 

regime survival or fall is media red by many orher factors that seem to ha ve more 
\veight rhan rhe formal rules. The \úllingness of actors to accept policy losses 
does not depend direcrly on the formJl rules of rhe game. and ir has an importanr 
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impact on the capacity of competirive regimes ro survive. Intransigeu actors 
srrerch their legal prerogatives ro the limit (and beyond ir) in arder te impose 
rheir preferred policies, and they seek to undermine the power of vera players by 
casting them as illegitimare institutions. By contrast, non-radical players accept 
rhe existing institutional design as exogenous and bargain ro achieve their policy 
preferences within the constraints imposed by those rules. In its focus 0:1 actors, 
our theory is fully consistent with institutional approaches ro re gime change and 
survival. But we focus on organizational acrors (parties, militaries, unions, etc.), 
not formal insrirurional rules. 

LOOKING AHEAD 

The inability of these alternative theoretical approaches to account for the 
historical transformarían of political regimes in Latín America may portend 
well for the regían. By 20 I o, at least ten of the nventy Latín American countries 
remained belmv the income leve! of Argentina in 1976, idenrified by Przeworski 
et al. (2ooo: 98) as the rhreshold above which "no democracy has ever been 
subverted. ":~. 5 If modernization \Vere the main so urce of inoculation against 
coups, most Latin American competitive regimes would still be at risk. 

Latín America also remains one of the most unequal regions in the world. 
Data compiled by the United Nations Development Program in its 201 r Human 
Development Report indicated rhat the richest 20 percent of the population in 
rhe typical Latin American country earns sixteen times more than the poorest 
20 percent. As a comparative reference, the mean ratio benveen rr.e richest 
and rhe poorest quintiles of the population is about nine times for countries at 
high levels of human development, eleven times for countries at medium levels 
of development, and ten times for countries at low levels of development. 
On average, latín American countries lost nine positions in the international 
ranking of human development once income inequality was taken into 
account.:~.6 Even though a combination of social policy, leftist governments, 
and commodity booms led to an improvement of income disrribution in the 
last decade covered by our srudy (Gasparini and Lustig 2orr), prospects for 
democracy in Latin America would be bleak if inequality was an insurmounrable 
threat to competitive politics. 

Most of Latín America remained shielded from the recession thar undercut 
the U.S. and EU economies in the years afcer 2008. Estimares by rhe Economic 

):"omina! GDP has risen ove~ rime, bm the comprison refers to income measured in constant 

:'!oo S:· purchasing power parity dollars (data from tht Penn \X'orld T Jble ¡.o for 2009). Using the 
figures m our daraset (in constJnt dollars. bur not PPPs1. sorr.e e1ghreen counuies still remain 

below the threshold . 
. -\djustments for income inequality in the HD! world rankmg ranged iror:t a loss of rwenry-iour 
:;;ositions for Colorl'.btl toa modera te gain of three pmition> m the .:ase of :\icaragua http:i/hdr. 
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Commission for Latín America and the Caribbean (E CLAC) indicare that the 
eco no m y of the average Larin American country grew by one-third berween 2004 
and 2010, and by 8 percent even in the difficult global environrnent experienced 
berween 2008 and 2oro.:~. 7 Yet at the turn of rhe decade, Latín American grov.tch 
ofren remained volarile and dependent on primary export booms, inflation 
emerged as a pressing issue in severa! counrries, and the typical unemployment 
rate fluctuated around 8 percent. 

There is no clear evidence that Latín American leaders were savvier, more 
prudent, or more inclined ro act as statesmen by 2010 than rhey were t\-VO 

decades earlier. The legacy of past leaders who navigated the stormy waters of 
demacra tic transitions, such as Raúl Alfonsín in Argentina or Patricio Aylwin in 
Chile, or those who tamed hyperinflation, such as Fernando Henrique Cardoso 
in Brazil, reminds us that Latín American leadership has always included a 
good measure of vision and talent, as well as- in more unfortunate instances
short-sightedness and negligence. 

Presidential institutions will remain a feature of Latín American politics for 
years to come. Sorne consritutional rules that presumably compound the effects 
of presidentialism have even expanded over time. Repeated constirutional 
reforms have extended the legal prerogatives of Latín American presidems 
(t\egretto 20IJ). Constitutional amendments (or acts of judicial review) have 
also relaxed resrrictions on presidemial reelecrion ro accommodare the ambi
tions of popular incumbents in Argentina (1994), Bolivia (2oo8), Brazii (1997), 
Colombia (2005 ), Costa Rica (2003 ), the Dominican Republic (2002), Ecuador 
(2oo8), Nicaragua (2009), Peru (1993), and Venezuela (1999, 2009). If extra
ordinary leaders or particular institutions were necessary to sustain democracy, 
the future of competitive regimes in the r'egion \vould be uncertain. 

By contrast, normative regime preferences, policy orientations, and interna
tional forces changed over the long run in ways that made Latín American 
political actors more \villing to accept democracy by 2010 rhan at any previous 
point. If the argument presented in this book is correct, this fundamental rrans
formation involving organizational ideas and collective goals, transnational 
net\vorks, and internarional organizations anticipares a more promising future 
for democrats in the regían rhan most alternarive theories would predict. 

At the same time, there are reasons to temper rhis optimism wirh ..::aution. 
Chapter 8 documented a slight increase in radical policy preferences anda modesr 
decline in normative commitrnents to democracy since the late 1990s. Ir also 
showed that invesnnents in the construction of democratic institutions (or the 
lack rhereof) ha ve lasting consequences for the quality of competitive regimes 
over the long run. In this context, demacra tic stagnation and erosion ha ve been 
common phenomena. A surge in radicalism could ha ve deleterious effects for the 
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srrength of t\venty-first-century democratic coalirions in the countries plagued by 
weak srates, bad governance, and social exclusion. 

These findings open an exciring research agenda rhat we can only begin to 
sketch. Studies of democratization ha ve usual! y relied on theories that invoke 
rhe povver and motivations of specific actors, but they ha ve tested their theories 
using aggregate cross-narional data at rhe country level. This inconsistency 
bet:ween the leve! of analysis invoked by the microfoundations of the theory 
and the units of analysis employed for hypothesis testing is common in other 
subfields- including comparative studies of political econorny, conflict, institu
tions, and policy making - and it poses three importam challenges. 

The first challenge that future studies of democratization (and other subfields) 
must confront is rhe generarían of systematic indicators to porrray polirical 
actors in multiple countries and different historical periods. We addressed such 
measuremenr issues in ways described in Chapter 3· Large collaborative efforts 
would be required ro develop accurate measures for polirical actors - their 
preferences, goals, and resources - worldwide. Yet rhe payoff of such large
scale undertaking for rhe social sciences could be great. 

Previous chapters ha ve shown that normative orientations and policy prefer
ences have powerful consequences for regime change and stabiliry. Bur once 
rhose preferences are idenrified, severa! questions emerge. W'here do these pref
erences originare? How do they change? Under what conditions cerrain prefer
ences spread in society? The second challenge for compara ti ve polirics is to take 
those questions seriously. We explored the origin and changes of normarive 
preferences in Chapters 2 through 6, partly to dispel concerns about endoge
neity, but a full treatment of this issue transcends the scope of this book. This is 
an area in which interpretive and positivist approaches in political science will 
need to engage in a joint effort (Bowles 1998). 

Third, we need to extend our models of hO\v acrors' preferences aggregate 
into collecrive outcomes. The theoreticallirerature has addressed this issue in 
many ways (for a classic example, see Schelling I978), but empirical estimators 
to model such processes have lagged behind. Hierarchical models conventiona:ly 
assume that variance in the outcome variable takes place at a lower leve! of 
aggregation than variance in explanarory factors (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002). 

Yet the combination of acrors' preferences in social outcomes presents the 
opposite situarían. We handled rhis issue by averaging actors' preferences at 
the country-year leve! in arder to creare summary measures. ~'!ore povverful 
esrimarors of aggregate choices may become available in rhe fmure. 

These analytical challenges comprise an agenda that transcends the study of 
regime change and has broader implications for the field of compara ti ve politics. 
\'('e started this book in search of an explanation for rhe emergence, survival, and 
bll of democracies and dictatorships in the past. We end this book by looking 
ahe.1d- ro tbe perils to be mct by future democr:.1tic actors in Latin America, Jnd 
w the quesrions ro be met by ú.:rure social scientists seeking ro understand rhem. 

APPENDIX 3.1 

Coding Rules for Political Regimes 




